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August 29, 2003 ◆

“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”

F R I D AY

Cats ready to shine
under the lights

VOLUME 88, NUMBER 6
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M

Eastern football opens 2003 season Staturday
evening against Division II California (Pa).
Page 12
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Charleston rent
exceeds its near
sister cities’
By Carly Mullady and Dan Valenziano
S TA F F E D I T O R S

The Daily Eastern News often
runs classified ads along the lines
of, “3 bedroom house for rent, 1
bath, W/D included. $265 a person.”
Some prices run higher, some
lower.
“For two to three bedrooms (tenants) pay anywhere from just
under 200 dollars per month per
person to 400 for a single,” said Jim
Wood of Wood Rentals.
Because of single-family zoning,
Wood said rent for family homes is
lower than those of comparable
homes rented to students.
Zoning restricts the number of
unrelated individuals that can live
within one home in single-family
residential areas.
“Generally, families can’t afford
to pay as much as five separate
people,” Wood said.
Doug Erickson, who owns and
rents three houses and one duplex
in Charleston, explains his reason
for raising prices for students. He
said his properties range from
$250 to $285 per student per
month.
“Students put a lot of wear-andtear on a house,” he said.
“(Students) seem to be more reckless and harder on the properties
than families. It’s a case where a
few bad apples spoil the bunch.
“If you can bring five to six people near campus, there could be
the same house in a single family
zone with a four-, five- or six hundred dollar difference in a different part of town,” Wood said.
“Lifestyles of students are different than a single family,” Wood
said.
Landlords rarely request the
inspections that assure properties
are kept up to code.
“I’ve had properties inspected,
but not routinely,” Wood said.
Rental properties in Charleston
are not inspected to ensure they
are kept up to code on a regular
basis.

“Our junk houses, we
tear down. We don’t try
to rent them to
Chicago kids.”
—Tom Eariether, Mattoon real estate agent

“We don’t inspect on a regular
basis,” Charleston zoning and code
enforcement employee Chuck
Strange said. “We usually are
called to a house.”
Kyle Gill, community development coordinator for Mattoon, said
Charleston and Mattoon operate
similarly with code enforcement.
Action is taken, following complaints or visible code variances.
“Inspections
are done when
More inside
handling a com◆ The pluses
plaint or if a
of living offresidence is in
campus
obvious need of
◆ Cost comrepair,”
Gill
parisons
said.
between resiResidential
dence halls
upkeep is comand rentals
posed of paintPage 3
ed and weatherproofed exterior, roofs without leaks, interior finishes without
cracks or broken and loose plaster,
Gill said. Electricity and plumbing
must be in good working condition,
and property surrounding residences must have proper weed
maintenance and drainage.
“Every so often we have landlords request inspections,” Strange
said.
Although code enforcement in
Mattoon and Charleston are similar, their rental properties are different, said Tom Eariether, a real
estate
agent
for
GardnerWhitworth
and
Associates
Realtors, Inc.
“I get a few more college kids
SEE RENT
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WEIU returns funds
to university budget
By Tim Martin
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

WEIU, the campus radio and television station, recently volunteered to give back $600,000 from
its university-allocated budget
over the next three years, Eastern
officials confirmed Thursday.
Rick Sailors, director of the
radio and television center, said
WEIU currently receives $477,000
a year in university allocation. He
says an increase in network and
outside resource contributions
finalized the decision to decrease
their allocation.
For Fiscal Year 2004, WEIU will
request $377,000; in FY 05 it will be
$277,000 and in FY 06, $177,000.
The decision to give back budgeted money came as a surprise to
the university administrators since
the state budget is tight, Sailors

said. Sailors and the Radio and
Television Advisory Board made
the decision. No pressure was
applied by Eastern administrators.
“They (Eastern) were extremely
protective, wondering ‘Are you
sure you want to do it?’” Sailors
said.
Jill Nilsen, vice president for
external relations, said WEIU is
drawing money from federal grant
dollars and television licensing. A
university press release was not
available Thursday.
Neither Sailors nor university
officials could release more
detailed information Thursday.
Sailors said he began looking to
reduce WEIU allocation in March.
But why?
“Just to be a good university citizen. So, I came up with a plan
where we can reduce university
spending,” Sailors said.

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Members of the Pink Panther dance squad practice their routines in Lantz Thursday afternoon.

Underage drinking tickets highest
in August, rate has risen recently
By Jennifer Chiariello
CAMPUS EDITOR

Even though August is the highest month for underage drinking
tickets in Charleston, the city
police department said the rate
has risen the last three years.
Over the past three years, the
Charleston Police Department has
issued an average of 93 tickets in August,
with 107 issued in 2002, said CPD
Assistant Chief Roger Cunningham.
Last September, the numbers
went down to 64, he said. The average is 32 a month, and in March it
rises as weather improves.
The violations were for all
kinds of alcohol violations such as
transportation, minor possession
and contributing to a minor.
He said ticketing underage
drinkers is not anything concentrated,
but random. Underagers draw attention to themselves by walking around
with alcohol, Cunningham said.
Because it is illegal to carry alcohol
outside, underage drinkers receive
two tickets. But typically officers will
just issue an underage ticket, he said.
The CPD issues a $250 city ordinance ticket for minor possession
or consumption.
The police department typically
does compliance checks randomly in

areas where underage drinking is
prevalent, which is gauged on the
activity level around the bars,
Cunningham said. For example,
fights at a general area of a bar, where
students admit to underage drinking,
have a “pretty good chance we are
going to do a compliance audit.”
The audits are activity-driven, he said.
“We’d rather not have anyone
underage consume alcohol and if
they are going to engage in that
behavior, if they maintain control
of them self, there is a better
chance of not coming in contact
with the police,” Cunningham said.
The CPD also targets places where
parties are expected. But usually no
underage checking is done, the check
is just done as a courtesy.
In most campus cases, when officers find underage drinkers, officers
have discretion for referrals to the
university Judicial Affairs office,
which does not go on record or to the
city, said UPD officer Art Mitchell.
Most Charleston officers issue
city ordinances and they get
money. The UPD doesn’t have the
option, and the arrest money goes
to the state.
Keith Kohanzo in the Judicial
Affairs office, said the Student
Conduct Code is used by the university to deal with the offenses.

Under the Student Conduct
Sanctions for the 2003-2004
Academic Year, alcohol-related disciplinary sanctions commonly imposed
by the university results in a $50 fine.
The second and third offenses lead to
more severe consequences such as
suspension or expulsion.
Charleston penalties commonly
imposed for violations of related ordinances: disorderly conduct/disturbing the peace, $85; minor in a bar
$150; underage drinking, $250;
false ID card, $300; gift or sale of
alcohol to a minor, $350.
An Eastern junior, who wished
to be unnamed, said she was
caught drinking her freshman
year in Carman Hall.
Because of the noise, the
Resident Assistant called the
UPD. All the students involved
received a $50 fine from Carman
for drinking on campus, along
with a warning. Also, the students
received a $251 city ordinance
fine. The $1 was for paperwork.
“Don’t be stupid about it. If you
are going to do something illegal,
don’t be noisy and be prepared to
pay the consequences and don’t even
try it on campus; it’s not worth it.”

Campus editor Jennifer Chiariello can be
reached at cujc7@eiu.edu.

BIRDS AND BEES

Let’s talk about sex

ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND

The debut of the Verge’s newest
feature: a column answering your
burning sex questions
with Verge editor Amber Jenne.
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A good weekend for hard workers

Karaoke, Cosmic Bowling and ‘The
Matrix’ all offered up entertainment
over the long weekend
JUST

T H I N K I N G ...

Verge editor Amber Jenne and
Associate editor Kelly McCabe
discuss their dream concerts.

MUSIC

REVIEWS

Honor System
Vendetta Red
Northern State

HOROSCOPES
Verge editor Amber Jenne conjures her
psychic might to predict students’
Labor Day weekend

CONCERT

CALENDAR

Butcher’s Legs comes to Friends &
Co. tonight
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RHA has applications
for resident conference
By Lea Erwin
S TA F F W R I T E R

The Residence Hall Association
planned for a residence hall conference at their first meeting of the
semester Thursday.
The Great Lakes Affiliate of
College and University Residence
Halls Conference, an event open to
any student interested in leadership
roles, will be held November 7-9 in
Menomonie, Wisconsin.
Applications will be accepted until
September11attheStevensonHallfront
desk or in the RHA office in the same
hall, said RHA President Nachel Glynn.
Megan Stepp, an RHA member
and speech communication major,
said a leadership retreat will be held
September 19-21 at Camp New Hope.
The retreat is open to all students
and is a good way for students to bond
with hall council members and help
future RHA leaders learn how to
properly run a meeting, Stepp said.
The council also heard from Mark
Hudson, director of housing and dining,
about the status of the campus Internet.
He said as of now there are no seri-

ous problems with the Internet, but if
you do have any problems to go to the
front desk of your hall and fill out a
work order.
New committee heads for RHA
were also discussed at the meeting.
“RHA will be accepting applications for the four new committees
instead of the regular nine from last
year.” Glynn said.
These four committees will consist of
a public relations committee, program,
advisory and presidents committee.
“Each committee has specific areas
to focus on. For example, the program
committee also consists of the movie
committee and they get to pick the
channel 17 movies every month,”
Glynn continued.
A new list-serve for email was also
discussed and will affect all RHA
members and help keep them
informed of all upcoming events.
However, Glynn said anyone can sign
up for this list serve and receive all
RHA information.
Jody Stone, assistant director of
housing and dining, says that all dining
services except for Taylor will be
closed on Monday due to Labor Day.

Medieval studies minor
to include art, English
By Dan Renick
S TA F F W R I T E R

A new medieval studies minor is on
its way.
The minor will require 18 credits
and include courses in art, English, foreign language, music and philosophy.
The council heard feedback from
professors in English, art and music
departments to gage student interest
in the medieval minor.
The program is not expected to
draw a lot of students, but it looks to
be a solid program, said history professor Bailey Young.
“It’s for students to pursue personal interests even though there
may be no job market,” Young said.
Eastern will not incur any cost with
the addition of the minor because no
new faculty would be needed, and volunteers are wiling to advise the students.
The CAA approved policies for
awarding undergraduate course
credit. Some biology classes required
students to spend six hours a week in

a lab for no additional credit hours.
The new policy specifies that for
every two to four lab hours one credit
hour will be awarded. Prior to this, there
were no set policies regarding lab hours.
“In some cases students would
have five or six lab hours with no
credit,” said Doug Kluritt, chair of
the chemistry department.
The new policy, which was agreed to
unanimously, will take effect on Jan. 1.
A proposal from the Faculty Senate
concerning the Honors Advisory Council
member selection and withdrawal of
CAA support was not approved. The
CAA recommended they retain support
and that clarification should be made in
the member selection process.
The Honors Advisory Council
acts as the middle step between the
Honors College and CAA when dealing with adding honors courses.
The CAA approved course revisions
in labor economics, practical botany
and heredity and society. New courses
approved were marketing as a profession and technology in mathematics.

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y B R A N D Y H E A D L E Y

Sign your life away
Nicole Musurlian, a freshman accounting major; Brittany Barker, a freshman communication disorders
and sciences major; Amber Rettberg, a freshman marketing major; and Kam Nussmeyer, a freshman
speech communications major, fill out a Citi Card application Thursday evening outside of Coleman
Hall.

Cosmic bowling, tailgating
highlight Labor Day activities
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By Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

This could prove to be a fun
time. Historically, the Labor Day
weekend leaves Eastern with a
population of roughly two jackrabbits and a tumbleweed. There is a
lot happening, and you should consider staying for the party.

Activities for Friday
◆ “Out of This World” cosmic
bowling 9p.m. to midnight in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. If you’re strapped for cash,
you can still get cosmic ‘cause it’s
only $1.50 per game game, and
shoes are only a buck. That is,
unless you sport your own funky
kicks. “Walter, it’s your roll.”
◆ Comedian Retta — too good
for a second name — at 1 a.m.
on Saturday at Seventh Street
with a free breakfast bar.
Laughs and cereal; it’s a great

WHAT’S
HAPPENIN’?
Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

combo. Just don’t spit milk out
of your nose. I imagine that
would hurt if there were
Cheerios mixed with the milk.
So be careful – just some food
for thought.

Activities for Saturday
◆ “Party with the Panthers”
tailgate behind O’Brien stadium
from 4-5:30 p.m. The game starts
at 6 p.m. There is free food to be
had, along with entertainment
and giveaways. Even if you don’t
go to this “official” tailgate
event, you should be out there
before the game. There’s always
plenty of people having a good
time cooking out and drinking
lots of bee . . . ummm . . . soda,
yeah soda.

◆ “The Matrix Reloaded” at 5
and 8 p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium.
Here’s your chance to see Neo and
company whoop some artificiallyintelligent butt. What if I am an
agent? You just don’t know, do you
Mr. Anderson? Sorry, that was terrible.

Activities for Sunday
◆ “Kickin’ Karaoke” cookout at
the campus pond pavilion has free
food, entertainment and giveaways. It’s from 1 to 3 p.m. This
one time, my friend Colin was at
his friend’s 21st birthday at a
karaoke bar. Everyone was doing
country and bad rap-rock karaoke
until he got some volunteers to
help him sing the B-52’s classic
“Love Shack.” Later, this girl came
up to him and asked if she would
sing “Summer Lovin’” from
Grease. He agreed, only if he
would switch singing parts with
him; so he sang the girl part. Now
that’s what I call a Karaoke party.
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Dream Concerts
3. The Ramones at CBGB – The
Ramones were a great band and
what they were a part of at CBGB
in the ‘70s was extremely important
to the music scene. The band is
known for their blistering sets,
often times blazing through their
whole set in 20 minutes. To have
been at that club to see one of the
greatest punk bands would have
been amazing.
2. Pixies – Although the Pixies
never had much commercial success, the band gained a cult-like following from their most successful
album, “Doolittle.” The Pixies are
one of my favorite bands and it’s
just my luck that they’re no longer
together, so I pretty much have no
chance of ever seeing them live.
Yet, recently there have been
rumors that lead singer Black
Francis and bassist Kim Deal have
been talking about a reunion tour.
I’m keeping my fingers crossed.
1. Beastie Boys (circa 1994) –
Well I’m a huge Beastie Boys fan,
and have been for quite some time
now. However, they have been
going through a peaceful, politically-correct phase for quite a while.
I would gladly see them now, but I
would have loved to see them back
in 1994, after the release of “Ill
Communication,” when the B-Boys
were still wild and crazy guys.

Jenne’s picks:

Amber Jenne, Verge editor

Ben Erwin, Cover design

Summer, and many of the concerts it brings with it, has come and
gone. No matter how many concerts one may have attended this
summer, there are always certain
ones you wish you could attend.
Disregarding time, band status and
location, we at the Verge reveal our
dream concerts.
5. The Rolling Stones (circa
1972) – The Stones will always be
the greatest rock ‘n roll band in my
mind. True, they didn’t start the
British Invasion, but they were
edgier than The Beatles could ever
hope to be. But I would rather see
them about 30 years ago, when they
were in their prime and they didn’t
practically need walkers to get
around. It would have been amazing to see them back when Mick
was still rock’s sexiest sex symbol
and when Keith was rock’s greatest
guitarist minus the wrinkles.
4. Sex Pistols – Although the
punk band was only together for
two short years, their music made
quite an impact. I would have
loved to seen Johnny Rotten’s
onstage antics and Sid Vicious’
sneer. The band were seen as such
a threat that they were banned by
their own country of England. The
Sex Pistols were known for their
nihilistic and violent performances,
and any band that was banned by
their own country deserves to be
seen.

Kelly McCabe
Associate Verge
Editor
She is also a
junior speech
communication
and journalism
major.
She can be reached
at
bgirl8301@yahoo.com

Amber Jenne
Verge Editor
She also is a
senior journalism
major.

Staff

She can be reached
at adj2005@hotmail.com
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Kelly McCabe, Associate Verge editor
Mallory Hausman, Copy editor

$2.00

Welcome Back Students
Present this coupon for $2 off your haircut

Ask about student frequent cutter card
after 5 haircuts with the same stylist
6th one is FREE

HAIRBENDERS II

1820 Mckinley Ave

345-6363

Come Worship at

Southside Church of Christ
Sunday: Bible Study - 9:30 am

Worship - 10:30 am
Evening Workship - 6:00 pm

Midweek Service
Wednesday - 7:00 pm
Preacher Wesley Key 258-8326

Church Phone: 234-3702
1100 17th St. Mattoon, IL 61938
Vegetarian Food
Homemade Soups
European Pastries
Sandwiches on homemade bread
European Coffee
Specialty Entrees----Daily
615 Monroe
Charleston

*5% off w/ this Ad & Student ID!

Mon 10-5

Cooking Class Monday Evenings
Tues-Fri 10-8
Sat 10-5 Unless
Fine Dining

Last Saturday of each month - Fine Dining

348-7733
German Fried Potatoes & Apple Pancakes

Showtime
Buffet & Restaurant

Welcome EIU Students
Clip this coupon for 10% off
A Hollywood Themed Dining Experience
Buffet Open for Lunch, Dinner, Sat-Sun Breakfast 8 a.m.
Sunday Brunch Burfet 10:30 - 2
*Plus full menu with Steaks & Seafood*
Coupon Valid to 9/30/2003* Not valid with other discounts
one coupon per visit per person
2100 Broadway Ave. Mattoon IL 234-4151

5. Lenny Kravitz – With a remarkable decade-plus career, the sounds
of Lenny Kravitz and his guitar
seem almost impossible to ignore.
Having a desire for self-expression
and to “let love rule,” Kravitz is
known for songs such as “Dig In,”
“Fly
Away,”
and
“American
Woman.” Although a talented artist,
his rugged, mysterious bad-boy look
alone is enough to put him on the list
of my top five musical entertainers
to watch.
4. Goo Goo Dolls – Despite their
unconventional name, US rock trio, the
Goo Goo Dolls, are most widely known
for their smooth blend of 80s glam and
90s rock with a touch of hardcore pop.
With guitarist Johnny Rzeznik as their
lead vocalist, the Goo Goo Dolls have
given themselves a name in the music
world, capturing the attention of listeners everywhere. Hits such as “Iris”
and “Name” showcase their musical
talent and why they’ve made it to the
top.
3. Edwin McCain – With an amazing solo acoustic sound and brilliant
songwriting, Edwin McCain has
been a favorite of mine from the
beginning. With songs like “I’ll Be,”
“I Could Not Ask for More,” and
“Solitude,” his sound is addictive to
listeners everywhere- filled with a
sense of freedom and emotion.
2. Lifehouse – Every once in a
while you hear a band and the sound
is so captivating that you would lis-

ten no matter what song they were
playing. For me, Lifehouse is this
band. With Jason Wade on vocals,
songs like “Spin” and “Hanging by a
Moment,” draw you in and allow you
to reflect upon love, relationships
and life.
1. Lynyrd Skynyrd – Despite
experiences with death, illness and
exhaustion, over the years Lynyrd
Skynyrd has proven to be an inspiration to the people of America, in
the ‘70s and today. Their powerful
and emotive songs are a testament
to their spirit and their willingness
to never give up, despite all odds
against them. With enduring songs
like “Free Bird” and “Simple Man,”
Lynyrd Skynyrd will continue to
remain one of the greatest rock
bands in our history.

Other picks:
Kristen Fleischman, senior marketing major
5. Woodstock ‘69
4. Smashing Pumpkins farewell at
Metro
3. Queens of the Stone Age w/ Dave
Grohl
2. Led Zeppelin (circa 1974)
1. Nirvana (circa 1991)-OK Hotel,
Seattle
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On-campus living advantages
include convenience, price tag
By Jennifer Chiariello
CAMPUS EDITOR

Housing is a major concern for students, and Charleston has
several options, but many Eastern students find that living on
campus is the best for them.
Mark Hudson, director of University Housing/Dining Services,
said students choose to live on campus for a variety of reasons.
“The number one thing students tell us is convenience,” Hudson
said.
Students also like “the ability to get around campus quickly, not
worry about parking and also make friends and connections on campus, which makes college fun,” Hudson said. “And living on campus
makes that happen quickly.”
Hudson said there has been an increase in on-campus living
over the past year.
“We are a reflection of university enrollment,” Hudson said.
Two years ago, when the university experienced it’s first enrollment increase, living went up about 400 students, Hudson said.
This past year it has gone up another 100.
Hudson said, the university has had no problem accommodating students with rooms.
Also, for a few years, Eastern’s web site has had a “Cost
Comparison Worksheet” available for students to examine all considerations.
The Cost Comparison Worksheet on the Web site charts all the
economic costs included in the Residence Halls and Greek Court.
The economic costs included in the total cost of on-campus living
encompass rent, food, water, electricity, gas trash, cable TV, direct
internet connection and local phone services. Many of the services and utilities, water, electricity, phone, direct internet access and
cable TV that many off campus residents have to pay extra for are
free to on campus residents.
The security deposit fee is $50 and $25 of it is refundable. The
activity fee is $15, but optional.
Housing and dining services offer several dining plans ranging
in cost from $4,530 for the five-plus plan to $5,106 for the 15-plus
plan.
Hudson said many students live their whole college career in
residence halls.
“We try to do as much as we can to get students to stay because

they are an important part of our community, and we want them
around,” Hudson said.
Some students say living on campus is beneficial
Michael Stenoish, a junior pre-veterinary major and resident
assistant in Douglas Hall, said living on campus is more convenient and students get a better feel for college life. Stenoish said this
year will be his third year living in a residence hall.
“There are always people around, and you get a better experience of college life,” Stenoish said. “When you move off campus,
you miss out on always having somebody around.”
Jenny Hayes, a senior business management major, living in Greek
housing for Delta Zeta, said, “Greek Court in general is just fun.”
Hayes said she likes not worrying about bills every month and
getting to live with a large group of people instead of a small group.
“There are 40 girls that live here as opposed to three or four living in an apartment,” Hayes said.
Mike Gray, a sophomore psychology major and University Court
resident, said the location and cost is convenient.
“I think it’s cheaper living over here because you don’t have to
get a meal plan,” Gray said. There is an assigned cost of living that
includes the same economic costs as residence halls, but a meal
plan does not have to be purchased, he said.
Vicky Garrison, a freshman with a double major in health studies and
foreign language, living in Carman Hall, said living in a residence hall is
comforting.
“You’re away from home, but you feel at home because you
have all these people around you that are really friendly,”
Garrison said. “I think it’s a great opportunity to meet a lot of people that are kind of in the same boat as you.”
Other students feel that with the good comes the bad.
Jennifer Pitner, a senior environmental biology major, is in her
seventh semester living at Taylor Hall. Pitner said there are set
backs to living in a residence hall.
“One would definitely be space limitation,” Pitner said. “I have
a single, so it’s not that bad. But you don’t have a lot of space to
have friends over, whereas if you had a house or apartment you
could have an actual party if you wanted to.”
Students also find privacy a disadvantage to dorm life.
Pitner said sharing a bathroom with 60 other people is a disadvantage.
“There is always someone in there,” Pitner said.

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y C O L I N M C A U L I F F E

Properties like this owned by Jim Wood and located at Fourth
and Polk tend to be about $50 more per person than apartments in Mattoon. Mattoon renters are charged a flat rate.
Ben Courshon, a freshman accounting major and Taylor Hall
resident, said it’s easier to get in trouble in the residence halls.
“You can get in trouble in the dorms for being too loud or doing
something you’re not supposed to,” Courshon said. “If you were in
your own place, you could pretty much do what you want, there
are no quiet hours.”

Campus Editor Jennifer Chiariello can be reached at cujc7@eiu.edu

Many off-campus living costs hidden, but not unaffordable
By Carly Mullady
CITY EDITOR

When dormitory life becomes monotonous, students explore off-campus housing opportunities.
Jim Wood of Wood Rentals said two to three
bedroom apartments can cost anywhere from
just under $200 per person per month to $400
per person for a single.
Daily Eastern News classified advertisements list similar price ranges: about $250-275
each for three people in a three-bedroom home.
Those prices most often do not include utilities such as electricity, water or cable service.
Sandra Fischer, marketing representative for
Coles-Moultrie Electric Cooperative, said bills are
determined by the amount of kilowatt hours used.

Rent:

Rent higher in
Charleston
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

every year willing to commute
and live in Mattoon to save the
expenses,” Eariether said.
“Our junk houses, we tear down.
We don’t try to rent them to Chicago
kids,” Eariether said.
Bill Riley of Re/Max Real Estate

Rates run from 9.3 cents per kilowatt hour for
the first 500 kilowatt hours; 7.5 cents for the next
1,500; and 6 cents for over 2000 kilowatt hours.
“The overall average residential usage is 1,152
kilowatt hours which costs $121.40,” said Fischer.
Coles-Moultrie offers discount rates for allelectric apartments and residences with electric heating and cooling.
“It is 4.2 cents per kilowatt hour for electric
heating and cooling,” Fischer said.
In all-electric apartments, the first 500 kilowatt hours have a 9.2 cent rate which drops to 5
cents after that.
“Considering the rising prices of propane and
natural gas, it is much more economic to heat
with all-electric utilities,” Fischer said.
While water is often considered a free

said rentals in Mattoon are primarily two- or three-bedroom properties. Those rentals are charged
overall, rather than by person.
“We don’t charge by head in
Mattoon, we charge by house,”
Eariether said.
“They start out with a low of $350
and up from there,” Riley said.
“Houses most often start out at
about $425 and can go up as high as
$600-700.”
Gardner-Whitworth rentals in
“decent” locations run between

resource, water service is a priced utility.
Water service cost is determined by consumption.
Iris Jewell, a water department employee, said
the city’s water service fee is $7.11 per 1000 gallons.
“On average, the monthly cost is around 10 to
12, maybe 14 dollars per person,” Jewell said.
Cable service, which is not as necessary as
water and electricity, is still very popular in
homes and apartments.
A service representative for Mediacom said
cable prices range from $14.95 per month to $85.95
per month.
Basic cable, which is in the lowest price range,
contains only local channels. The ABC, NBC and
CBS networks are included in that category.
Expanded basic cable costs $42.90 per month
and is comprised of channels 2-70.

$400-500 for two-bedroom homes
and $500-600 for three-bedroom
homes, Eariether said.
Despite the similar sizes and
locations of Charleston and
Mattoon, Mattoon offers considerably less expensive rental rates.
Mattoon rates are more comparable
to the single-family housing residences of Charleston.
“It’s not about being fair (to students),” Wood said. “It is about how
it works, it is about market forces.”
Because there is a high demand

Mediacom also offers digital cable, which is
priced from $54.90 to $85.95 depending on what
channel groupings are chosen.
Telephone service cost varies greatly by what
services are chosen, such as whether cellular
phones or land-line phones are selected.
The popular expanded basic cable service
with the average electric, water and rental costs
in a three-bedroom rental unit would run
$1,001.30 for residents.
Based on averages, an individual living offcampus in Charleston costs approximately $334
monthly without considering telephone service,
laundry or food costs.

City editor Carly Mullady can be reached at
LoisLayne83@aol.com.
ness renting property? You can bet
there are.”
Landlords accommodate students’ desires to live near campus,
and students pay more for that privilege.
“If there is something on the
table for everyone, then it all works
out all right,” Wood said.

for student rental houses close to
campus, renters can charge higher
prices and still fill their houses.
“When you have greater capacity,
you have greater earning power.”
“It’s a two-way street. We’re looking for tenants who pay rent and
take care of the property, and
they’re looking for a landlord that
offers good property and answers
calls for their needs,” Wood said.
“Are there unscrupulous landlords? You can bet there are. Are
there students that have no busi-

City Editor Carly Mullady can be reached
at LoisLayne83@aol.com
Activities Editor Dan Valenziano can be
reached at cudwv@eiu.edu
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Cosmic Bowling, ‘The Matrix,’ karaoke this weekend
By Amber Jenne
VERGE EDITOR

Students no longer have to go home to
find entertainment during Labor Day
weekend.
“Cosmic Bowling Night” will be the
theme from 9 p.m. to midnight Friday at
the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union bowling lanes. A free breakfast bar
at the 7th Street Underground will follow
bowling, said University Board Chair Jen
Kieffer.
“We (UB) decided to have entertainment
since this is the first weekend after the
beginning of school,” Kieffer said. “The
majority of students may go home, but we
want to give them a reason to stay.”
Sean Hess, a senior speech communication major and public relations minor, said
he will be staying in Charleston during

“Why should students run
back home the first weekend
here just because we get an
extra day off?”
—Korah Winn, junior elementary
education major

Labor Day weekend to “put his name out
and meet new people.”
“I am going to stay here,” he said. “It’s
the first weekend back in school, and I
want to see some friends that I haven’t
seen for a while, not to mention the football

game.”
Football fans like Hess can enjoy the
“Party with the Panthers” event before the
game, where they can enjoy free food,
entertainment and giveways at 4 p.m.
behind O’Brien Stadium.
UB will also show The Matrix: Reloaded
twice in Buzzard Auditorium at 5 p.m. and
8 p.m.
Lori Vozari, a graduate student studying
college student affairs, said she will stay in
Charleston this weekend because as an
associate residence director in Pemberton
Hall, she has work to do.
“The work does not require me to stay
here, because I set my own hours,” she
said. “But bowling sounds like fun and if
activities are offered, I am interested in
attending them.”
Korah Winn, a junior elementary education major, agreed with Vozari and said the

entertainment provided by the UB reenforced her decision to stay in
Charleston.
“Why should students run back home the
first weekend here just because we get an
extra day off?” she said. “You’re into a new
part of your life now. Seize the moment.”
Winn, 23, is pleased with the UB’s decision and said the activities will allow students to identify who they are and take
pride in attending Eastern.
“Students can grow by being active and
involved on and around the campus,” she
said. “When they leave, they will have
memories to follow them.”
UB’s Labor Day activities will come to a
close Sunday when students can enjoy free
food, karaoke and giveaways at the
“Kickin’ Karaoke Cookout” under the
pavilion by the campus pond.
Karaoke will last from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.

Look to the stars to plan a spectacular long weekend
By Amber Jenne
VERGE EDITOR

ZODIAC

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 21)If you love someone, dear
Virgo, tell them.
This
weekend may just be your
chance to tell that special person how
you really feel. Don’t hold back and
wait for tomorrow or the next day to
roll around. Tomorrow may be too
late.
Libra (Sept. 22-Oct.22)- Be
honest with yourself this
weekend, dear Libra. Don’t
settle for someone if you
know they are not right for you. Love is
not something you should try to find in a
person, it should be something that finds
you.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)Don’t take people for granted and lose sight of what’s
important in life, dear
Scorpio. You can’t be too careful with
what you say and do- your actions may
only bring negative consequences.

biggest one of all. Don’t pass judgment on
people you barely know. Accept them for
who they are and the qualities they have to
offer.

Amber Jenne
VERGE EDITOR

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)- You may find people
acting very negative toward
you regarding your career
outlook this weekend, dear
Sagittarius. It may be better to spend
some time alone and reflect upon what
you want to achieve in life, despite the
negative comments of others.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)Conversations with others will
benefit you greatly this weekend, dear Capricorn. You may
learn something about yourself that you
didn’t think about before. Don’t be afraid
to share your thoughts or feelings.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 17)Sometimes lessons are hard to
learn, dear Aquarius, and this
weekend you may learn the

Pisces (Feb. 18-March 19)Expect the unexpected this
weekend, dear Pisces. Don’t
be too comfortable with
your usual routine. Branch out a little
bit and experience what life has to
offer.
Aries (March 20-April 19)Expect to be confronted by
a past love interest this
weekend, dear Aries. Don’t
be fooled by their actions if they are
not genuine. Look at your feelings
closely and decide what is right for
you.
Taurus (April 20-May 19)You may be more interested
in just having a good time
this weekend, dear Taurus.
Given your usual tendency to work hard,
taking a break from the usual routine will
help you laugh a little. Your ambitions

Pirates of the Carribean (PG13) Daily 6:45,
FRI, SAT 9:50 - SAT SUN MATINEE 2:00
League of Extraordinary Gentleman (PG13)
Daily 7:00, FRI SAT 9:40 - SAT SUN MATINEE 2:45

AMERICAN WEDDING (R) Daily 9:50
FREAKY FRIDAY (PG) Daily 1:00, 4:15,6:30, 9:00
FREDDY VS. JASON (R) Daily 2:30, 5:30, 8:00, 10:15
ITALIAN JOB (PG13) Daily 1:15, 4:00, 6:40, 9:15
JEEPERS CREEPERS 2 (R) Daily2:15, 5:15, 7:45, 10:10
OPEN RANGE (R) Daily 12:45, 3:45, 7:00, 10:00
S.W.A.T. (PG13) Daily 1:30, 4:30, 7:15, 9:15
SEA BISCUIT (PG13) Daily 12:30, 3:30, 6:50
UPTOWN GIRLS(PG13) Daily 2:00, 4:45, 7:30, 9:45

Treasure Island Furniture
NEW, USED, NEW CLOSE-OUTS
620 West State
(7 blocks w. of Dairy Queen)
348-1041
10-5 Mon-Fri
10% off with
10-2 Saturday
Student I.D.
Closed Sunday

Business
a little
sour?

call 581-2816

and work will wait for you on Monday.
Enjoy!
Gemini (May 20-June20)Do what you feel is right this
weekend,
dear
Gemini.
Others may try to persuade
you into acting out of your own character. Trust yourself and the morals you
have been taught. Don’t give in to sudden impulses.
Cancer (June 21-July 21)Live, laugh and love this weekend, dear Cancer. You need to
let go of your worries and fears
and enjoy life for all it’s worth. Don’t
have any regrets.
Leo (July 22-Aug 22)Yo u w i l l f e e l f i r e d u p a n d
energetic this weekend,
dear Leo.
The focus of
your imagination is now
set on yourself and what you reall y w a n t o u t o f l i f e . D o n ’t l e t v a l u a b l e o p p o r t u n i t i e s p a s s y o u b y.
Seize the moment and what it has to
offer.
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OPINION

Living a dream, if only for a day
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

After 12 weeks interning this
summer, I was looking forward to
sleeping in on my last week of
vacation. Why was it, then, that I
found myself catching the 8:57
a.m. Metra downtown? Well, that
morning I woke up early so I
could experience my dreams.
Being an aspiring journalist in
the Midwest (and a self-proclaimed nerd), those dreams are
located at the Chicago Tribune
building on Michigan Avenue.
During the hour-long train ride,
a swarm of butterflies took flight
in my stomach. My mind was racing: What if I got there and was
disappointed?
Even worse, what if I discovered I couldn’t make it there?
What if all I’ve been working for
turned out to be impossible? I’m a
little over half-way through my
bachelor’s education and despite
decent grades and an internship,
I don’t know where I stand in the
field.
By the time the train stopped at
Randolph,
my
excitement
returned. Being already smitten
with the Windy City, my heart
was beating rapidly when I
crossed the Michigan Avenue
bridge.
As I walked up the steps and
through the door I took a deep
breath.
The lobby alone took that
breath away. The marble walls

Editorial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor

jefetty@eiu.edu

EDITORIAL

Eastern
deserving
of all
accolades

Carly Mullady
City editor and
and bi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Mullady also is
junior journalism
major
She can be reached at
LoisLayne83@aol.com

The latest issue of U.S. News and World Report

“Professionals, people
who live my dreams on
a daily basis, talked to
me about where I’m
from, what I do and
what I want to do with
my journalism
education.”
seemed to stretch endlessly
upward. Quotations about journalism, the written word and
freedom of press were etched
into the marble. It was inspirational.
I was awestruck.
The sports enterprise editor,
Kerry Luft, gave me a guided
tour begining with the wall of
Pulitzer prizes. He then led me
through the news areas, explaining what happens where and who
makes it happen. I was so grateful to just observe that introductions to employees left me stammering a series of “pleased to
meet you’s” and “thank you’s.”
I sat in on meetings where the
next day’s papers are planned.
The status of stories was shared
and more angles were proposed
along the way.
I met the city beat staff and

joined their meeting as well, further witnessing what is behind
making an award-winning paper.
Professionals, people who live
my dreams on a daily basis talked
to me about where I’m from,
what I do and what I want to do
with my journalism education.
They allowed me to witness
what leads to my ideal career and
lifestyle.
The interesting thing is, it’s run
a lot like The Daily Eastern
News. Take away millions of dollars, hundreds of employees and
the thriving city atmosphere and
what is left is a group of hard
working people trying to make
the whole world more available
to its readers. We hold the same
sorts of meetings and go about
finding news in similar ways.
Our staff shares the same journalistic passion and many of the
ideals.
I can’t explain exactly why I
worship the Tribune. Something
about its prestige, its coverage of
my favorite city and its history
inspires me to set my goals high.
I think many of us get so
caught up in college we forget
what we’re really here for. A simple day in Chicago reminded me
of my goals and helped prepare
me for another year doing my
job– supplying the best possible
news to all of The Daily Eastern
News’ readers.

again named Eastern as one of the top-tiered universities in the Midwest.
Cartoon by Benjamin Erwin

Officially released on Sept. 1 in the publication’s annual guide to “America’s Best Colleges”
Eastern ranks 31st among 143 public and private
regional/midwestern
institutions. This is the

At issue

third consecutive year

For the third straight
year, Eastern has been
ranked in the top-tier in
its region by U.S.
Our stance
Eastern has earned
its reputation as a
university and such
recognition is
well deserved.

Eastern has been ranked
among the first, or top,
tier of the aforementioned regional/midwest
category to which
Eastern belongs.
Rankings are based on
academic reputations,
student selectivity, faculty resources and graduation rate among others,

and Eastern ranked as the sole university in
Illinois to garner a spot in the top tier.
According to the report, Eastern’s greatest
strengths, in addition to overall academic reputation, are its average graduation rate of 66 percent,
a freshman-to-sophomore retention rate of 81 percent and full-time faculty retention rate of 96 percent.
These are all impressive numbers for a university of Eastern’s size, and consecutive rankings in
a ranking such as this only serves as vindication
to the apparent quality of an Eastern education.
Despite being one of the smallest public universities in Illinois, Eastern has built its reputation on
the strength of its faculty and students, all of
which have helped to build the name Eastern now
benefits from. And while Eastern may not get
adequate respect in comparison to larger universities in the state, like the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign or Northwestern, this university has carved out a viable niche for itself based
on professional reputation and affordability.
While a top-tiered ranking may come as no surprise to those who attend, or are employed by,
Eastern, consistent ranking on the U.S. News list
is an effective tool in recruiting prospective students as well as a means to gain recognition for
the university.
Eastern may have its admitted share of problems, but its academic and student retention
records speak for themselves. With state budget
cuts affecting all public universities, Eastern has
continued to offer small class sizes and one of the
most economical educational options in the state.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR

TURN:

LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

Column held ‘perceptive observations’
My letter is commenting
on Matt William’s column
"Memorization hinders comprehension" that appeared in
the Tuesday Aug. 26 edition
of The Daily Eastern News.
Williams' opinion article
was an exceptionally perceptive
observation
on
learning and education.
Students come to Eastern
for an education and I'm
sure all of them have that as
a goal. We know some people work harder to achieve
that goal than others.
By the time they are
upper division students,
they are exposed to so much
information, facts, tech-

niques, models and formulas
that it is impossible to
remember all of the details.
After all, that's what reference books are for and some
students might like to keep
their textbooks as references
for that reason.
The challenge is to understand the principles and concepts and to know how to
apply them to a problem to
obtain results.
There might be more than
one solution and each
requires evaluation of advantages and disadvantages to
pick the best one.
Sometimes not everyone
will pick the same solution

but they had better be able to
justify the one picked. This is
decision making and is the
difference between training
and education.
Some students may recall
the cognitive levels in
Bloom's Taxonomy: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis,
and evaluation.
The lower levels are based
primarily on memorization

while the upper levels are
based on critical thinking.
Building a good "toolbox"
of principles and concepts is
what we (professors) are
about at Eastern. To gain
skills in achieving the upper
cognitive levels is (we hope)
why students attend EIU.
Waldo L. Born
Associate professor of
finance, school of business

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jefetty@eiu.edu
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Health problems persist among World Trade Center workers
NEW YORK (AP) — Nearly two years
after the World Trade Center attack, a medical screening program continues to reveal
a surprisingly high rate of physical and
mental problems among cleanup and rescue workers.
About 48 percent of workers screened
had ear, nose and throat problems such as
nasal congestion, hoarseness, headaches
and throat irritation, according to the latest
figures. Thirty percent had pulmonary
problems, including shortness of breath,
persistent cough and wheezing.
The data reflect patients screened
between July 2002 and April 2003. But the
director of the program’s medical component said patients have continued to report
symptoms at about the same rate since
then.
“It is surprising that it’s lasted this long,”
said Dr. Jacqueline Moline of Mount Sinai
Medical Center, which is conducting the
screening in with the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health.
The researchers, who issued preliminary
findings in January, described the ongoing
examination of the data in interviews this
week with The Associated Press. A formal
updated analysis is expected within the

next several weeks. The researchers’ comments come a week after the inspector general of the Environmental Protection
Agency criticized that agency for downplaying air quality risks in public statements after the attack.
“It was such a massive irritant exposure,” Moline said. “Some people will be
left with permanent respiratory symptoms.”
Soot from the collapse of the towers contained asbestos, lead, glass fibers and concrete.
On the mental health side of the study,
about 19 percent of patients have been
diagnosed with post traumatic stress disorder — at least double the rate seen in the
general population, said Dr. Craig Katz,
supervisor of the program’s psychological
component.
He said the percentage has remained
surprisingly constant throughout the program. Typically, people with PTSD have an
immediate peak in symptoms, followed by
a decline and then a second peak one to
two years later.
“You’d expect that it would wane with
time,” he said. “But it’s been the same kind
of problems, the same kind of reporting

Editorial
Cartoonists
WANTED
for The Daily
Eastern News

from the beginning of the program to
now.”
In addition, 56 percent of those screened
have reported psychological problems that
warrant additional counseling, including
insomnia, trouble focusing and irritability.
Those symptoms are all potential signs
of depression. But major depression has
been diagnosed in only 5 percent to 8 percent of patients — about the same as in the
general population, Katz said.
The Mount Sinai figures are for site
workers who have visited the hospital and
regional centers nationwide between July
2002 — when the program began — and
April 2003. To date, about 7,500 workers
have been examined, Moline said, with the
results of about 1,100 quantified.
“What they’re doing is so important,
because it’s the only way we’re going to
find out what will happen to people who
were down there,” said Dr. Robin Gershon,
a professor of sociomedical sciences at
Columbia University who is not affiliated
with the program. “It’s like following the
canary in the coal mine.”
Medical screening is scheduled to run
through next March; psychological screening will continue until June. By that time,

Charleston Movie goers
BEWARE:
All showtimes are now
on
thedailyeasternnews.com

about 12,000 of the estimated 30,000 people
who worked at the site will have been
screened, at a total cost of $12 million,
Moline said. Most of the funding has come
from the federal Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
The program evaluates each subject
only once. Those who need further medical
or psychological treatment are referred to
specialists.
A joint study by Mount Sinai and
Columbia, preliminary results of which
were released earlier this month, found
that air pollution from the attacks may
have resulted in smaller babies among
pregnant mothers who were in or near the
towers.
There are no plans for a long-term study
to gauge health problems such as cancer
and chronic mental illness that may not
surface until later in workers’ lives. Such a
study would be crucial to understanding
the full health impact of the attacks, doctors said.
“You won’t see all the effects of
asbestos, for example, for 20 or 30 years,”
Moline said. “There were some other carcinogenic agents there, too. It’s so hard to
predict what will happen.”
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Mixed campus reaction to increase in textbook rental fee
By Holly Henschen
S TA F F W R I T E R

The textbook fee increase for students
with more than 12 credit hours per semester
has affected the demand at textbook rental
service.
“Lines have been less this year, and
the rush is more spread out,” said Dan
Klingenberg, director of textbook rental
service.
The Board of Trustees approved a Student
Government-backed book rental fee increase
of $7.95 per additional semester hour more
than 12. The extra fees came on top of the
$95.15 flat fee paid in previous years.
Indirectly causing the increase was a growing
enrollment and a reduction in state allocation.
Student Senate said the increased fee was
necessary because if action was not taken, a
larger lump sum would have been implemented in a few years.
From students to staff, an extra book
charge for students with classes over the 12hour full load minimum means different
things to different people.
Klingenberg has worked at textbook
rental for 11 years. Because of budget constraints, textbook rental lost one permanent
employee and two-thirds of the extra-help

employees necessary during the rush at the
start and end of the semester. The extra-help
employee staff now consists of 80 students.
Textbook rental will soon implement new
technology to more efficiently serve students. Bar-code scanning equipment will
make manual data recording obsolete and
improve accuracy.
“We will be getting scanning equipment
within one year for all of 2004,” said
Klingenberg, who added the plan was in
place before the textbook fee change.
This fall, about 1,800 unique textbooks
were assigned to students. Klingenberg estimated that 70,000 to 80,000 text books were
distributed this semester.
Textbook rental service maintains a staff
of 10 to 15 regulars all semester. Nine students worked over the summer break this
year.
The textbook rental fee increase was necessary, some said.
“The primary purpose of the change in fee
structure was to allow instructors to purchase more up-to-date books,” Klingenberg
said.
The price of books typically ranges from
$60 to $80 dollars. Klingenberger said these
prices have increased about 5 percent.
“Between spending and budget, due to the

price of books and demand, I had to spend
almost a quarter of a million dollars over
budget for textbooks,” he said.
Teachers admitted satisfaction with their
ability to get new textbooks for classes, even
before the fee increase. They do, however,
hold differing views about book rental versus buying books.
“I’m glad to know they’re concerned about
current editions of textbooks,” said Gail
Lockart, a professor of early childhood and
elementary and middle level education. Her
department reviews textbooks to make
updates and replacements every three
years.
In her 10 years at Eastern, Lockart recalls
denial for a new book only once. She was
given the book the next semester.
Lockart said teachers replace books when
“they don’t feel the theorists and information in a book are current. That’s important
in a university.”
Brian Miller, a professor of biological
sciences for 16 years, said his textbook
requests are always met. His department
can change books every two to four
years.
Miller said textbook rental is adequate for
an undergraduate institution because it
meets the needs of the students, and they

can purchase the books they rent if they
desire.
“As faculty, I don’t feel restricted by the
textbook rental system,” Miller said.
The textbook rental system is good for
students taking courses outside of their
major, said Shelley French, a professor of
German literature who teaches in the foreign language department. She can request
new texts every two years.
“For foreign language classes, it may be
beneficial for students to purchase texts to
write in and for reference,” French said.
James-Jordan Wagner has taught finance
for 13 years and doesn’t agree with the textbook rental system. Buying textbooks, he
said, “forms the basis of students’ own professional library. If you rent them, you don’t
have a book on the shelf to look something
up.”
Fee increase or not, students are happy to
have the freedom of choice to rent or buy
textbooks.
“At least we don’t have to buy the books,”
said Josh Hibner, a freshman graphic design
major.
Elizabeth Panec, a junior elementary education major, said the price increase “didn’t
bother her,” and didn’t notice it until her fall
semester bill came.

$400 in allocated funds to pay for new shuttle
bus schedules; committee remains to be formed
By Niki Jensen
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The Panther Express shuttle bus still runs on last year’s schedule,
and a committee must be formed before changes can be made in the
schedule or campus and community route.
Last semester student government voted unanimously to allocate
$400 from this year’s fiscal budget for the printing of new shuttle
bus schedules.
“We don’t have new shuttle bus schedules,” said student Speaker
Mike Walsh. “I know the bus is going off the 2002 schedule.”
“Usually (the shuttle bus committee) makes the schedule when
they come back (in the fall),” said Bill Davidson, student executive
vice president for public affairs. “For instance, last year it wasn’t
done till we got back because we didn’t know where the art students
would be.”

Walsh said he plans to form the shuttle bus committee by next
week’s Student Senate meeting.
“I’d definitely like to get better shuttle bus schedules made,”
Walsh said last week.
A new and improved format that shows the individual bus routes
mapped out will make it easier for students to consult the schedules,
Walsh said.
“Mike and (Student Body President) Caleb Judy have already
talked about a new style for the schedules,” Davidson said, adding
it’s “kind of like the CTA (Chicago Transit Authority) express schedules” that color-code its various bus routes on a single map.
The fall 2002 schedules that are still being used list the different
bus routes in grouped charts and do not include any maps.
“I think we should do quality as opposed to quantity,” Walsh said,
referring to the improvement he would like to make to the bus D A I L Y E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y D A N I E L W I L L I A M S
Carl Daniel of Charleston greets students who
schedule format.
take bus No. 2 Thursday morning.

FRIDAY @ STUS
Ladies Night-Players Wanted
Players Extreme Flavored
Vodka & Rum Drink Specials
$3.00

SATURDAY
Ketel One Specials
Fill Up Your Tank
W/ Premium for Less
$5.00

’s Most
America al
n
Professio nity
ter
a
r
F
Business

Delta Sigma Pi
Invites you to attend

FA L L R E C R U I T M E N T
Meet the Chapter
business casual

Tuesday, September 2nd
5:30 - 7:00pm
Lumpkin 2030

Tie Dye Night
Thursday, September 4th
6:00 - 7:30pm
Morton Park*
*Meet in Lumpkin
Lounge @ 5:45pm if
you need a ride

Formal Interviews
professional attire

Thursday, September 11th
7:00 - 8:30pm
Lumpkin

Community Service
Tuesday, September 9th
6:00 - 7:00pm
Lumpkin 2011

Call Amanda @ 345-8873 if you have questions
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PUBLIC NOTICE
Categories of Information which Eastern Illinois University Has Designated as Directory Information:
Under the Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, Eastern Illinois University is required to give public notice of the categories of student information which it has designated as directory information. Those categories are published below.
To request that any or all of the directory information concerning him/her should not be released without prior approval, a student should appear in person prior to 4:30 p.m. on Friday, September 12,
2003, at the Records Office, 1220 Old Main, and make the request in writing on forms provided by the University. Student identification is required at the time of the request.

Directory Information
Eastern Illinois University
2003
GENERAL DIRECTORY INFORMATION
Name, Home Address, Home Telephone Number, Local Address, Local Telephone Number, Dates of Attendance, Degree(s) earned, Major(s), Photographs for internal university use including the
University Police Department.
Students who obtain a personal electronic mail account through the University should be aware that their name, student status, and e-mail "address" cannot be withheld from internet access.

PRIVACY ACT RIGHTS
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) affords students certain rights with respect to their education records. They are:
(1) The right to inspect and review the student's education records within 45 days of the day the University received a request for access.
Students should submit to the registrar, dean, head of the academic department or other appropriate official, written requests that identify the record(s) they wish to inspect. The University
official will make arrangements for access and notify the student of the time and place where the records may be inspected. If the records are not maintained by the University official to whom the
request was submitted, that official shall advise the student of the correct official to whom the request should be addressed.
(2) The right to request the amendment of the student's education records that the student believes are inaccurate or misleading.
Students may ask the University to amend a record that they believe is inaccurate or misleading. They should write the University official responsible for the record, clearly identify the part
of the record they want
changed, and specify why it is inaccurate or misleading. (Grade appeals are administered under separate University policy.)
If the University decides not to amend the record as requested by the student, the University will notify the student of the decision and advise the student of his or her right to a hearing
regarding the requests for amendment. Additional information regarding the hearing procedures will be provided to the student when notified of the right to a hearing.
(3) The right to consent to disclosures of personally identifiable information contained in the student's education records, except to the extent that FERPA authorizes disclosure without consent.
One exception which permits disclosure without consent is disclosure to school officials with legitimate educational interest. A school official is a person employed by the University in an
administrative, supervisory, academic or research, or support staff position (including law enforcement unit personnel and health staff); a person or company with whom the University has contracted
(such as an attorney, auditor, National Student Loan Clearinghouse, Credentials, Inc. or collection agent); a person serving on the Board of Trustees; or a student serving on an official committee,
such as a disciplinary or grievance committee, or assisting another school official in performing his or her tasks.
A school official has a legitimate educational interest if the official needs to review an education record in order to fulfill his or her professional responsibility.
Upon request, the University discloses education records without consent to officials of another school in which a student seeks or intends to enroll.
(4) The right to file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Education concerning alleged failures by Eastern Illinois University to comply with the requirement of FERPA. The name and address of the Office that administers FERPA
is:
Family Policy Compliance Office
U. S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20202-4605
Copies of the Eastern Illinois University policy on the Privacy Rights of Eastern Illinois University students are available in the Records Office, 1220 Old Main.
The following is a list of student records maintained by the University, including the location and custodian of each:
ACADEMIC, including permanent record, grade changes, and removal of incomplete forms, high school transcripts, transcripts and evaluations
tions, academic waivers, letters of academic dismissal, and letters of reinstatement.
---Acting Registrar
1220 Old Main
ADVISEMENT, including grade reports and test scores for students assigned to Academic Advising.
---Academic Advising (only students assigned to Academic Advising)
Director, Academic Advising
2100 Ninth Street Hall
Individual Advisors

from other post-secondary educational institu-

ALUMNI, including information submitted with application for graduation.
---Director, Alumni Services
Brainerd House
ATTENDANCE RECORDS AND ABSENCE REPORTS---Individual instructors and department heads
University Union

CAMPS AND CONFERENCES

CAREER SERVICES, including credentials, student teaching
evaluations, employer references, and College and University recommendations.
---Director, Career Planning and Placement Center
3055 Student Services Building
CONTINUING EDUCATION, including registration materials for short courses,
workshops, non-credit courses, academic conferences, and off-campus
---Dean, School of Adult and Continuing Education
2160 Blair Hall

courses.

DISCIPLINARY AND BEHAVIORAL RECORDS
---Director, Judicial Affairs
University Union
EVALUATIVE ITEMS AND REPORTS RELATING TO STUDENT'S PROGRESS TOWARD GRADUATION
OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE DEAN
---College of Sciences
2116 Old Main
---Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences
4800 Lumpkin Hall
---College of Education and Professional Studies
1420 Buzzard Hall
---College of Arts and Humanities
1544 Fourth Street – Linder House
---Graduate School
1113 Blair Hall
OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE DIRECTOR OR COORDINATOR
---Director, Board of Trustees BA Degree
2114 Blair Hall
FINANCIAL AID, including loans, financial aid, scholarships and health
insurance.
---Director, Financial Aid
East Wing, Student Services Building

---Director, Housing
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Former activist dies Cattle entrepreneur dies at 72
GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP) —
Willa Player, former president of
Bennett College, who supported the
civil rights movement and was the
first black woman in the nation to
head a four-year college, died
Wednesday. She was 94.
Player organized a speech by
the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. in
1958 when no other group in
Greensboro would welcome him.
King spoke that February before an
audience of hundreds in the
Pfeiffer Chapel, an event that
Player considered one of her
crowning achievements, according
to “The Long Walk,” a book about
Player written by her niece, Linda
Brown.
The speech planted the seed for
many of the protests that followed
in the city, Brown wrote.
Two years later, four students
from North Carolina A&T State
University staged a sit-in at the
Woolworth’s lunch counter in downtown Greensboro. Bennett students
had wanted to stage a similar
demonstration months earlier, but
faculty members dissuaded them,

fearing for their safety.
Once the demonstrations began,
however, Bennett students and faculty members joined in. At the peak
of desegregation protests downtown, as much as 40 percent of
Bennett’s student body was under
arrest.
Player backed her girls, known
as the Bennett Belles, visiting them
daily and arranging for professors
to hold class and administer exams
for students.
She persuaded jailers to allow
Bennett’s nurse to treat injured students.
The Mississippi native came to
Bennett when she was 21 to teach
Latin and French. Four years later,
Player joined the administration of
the private Methodist school for
black women, first as the coordinator of instruction. In 1956, she was
named president of the school, a
position she held for a decade.
During her tenure, Bennett
became one of the first black colleges to be accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools.

Nuclear talks ‘hostile’
◆

North Korea says talks may not continue with U .S.

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
North Korea said Friday that
prospects for another round of
nuclear talks were in jeopardy
because of inflexibility on the part
of U.S. negotiators, a South
Korean news agency reported.
“As the United States refuses to
express intentions to switch over
its hostile policy against North
Korea, prospects for the next
round of talks have fallen into
danger,” said KCNA, the North’s
news agency. KCNA was quoted
by Yonhap, a South Korean

agency.
The comments came at a sixnation meeting in China that
included representatives of the
United States, South Korea, China,
Japan and Russia as well as North
Korea. The meeting resumed
Friday.
A U.S. government official said
in Washington on Thursday that
North Korea rejected U.S. disarmament plans, saying it will prove
to the world that it possesses
nuclear weapons by carrying out
a nuclear test.

SIOUX CITY, Iowa (AP) —
Norman Waitt Sr., the last of
four generations of Waitts to
make their mark in the cattle
business at the Sioux City
Stockyards, died Wednesday. He
was 72.
Waitt fathered a fifth generation of entrepreneurs, but they
did not follow him into the cattle
business. Ted Waitt founded
Gateway Inc., and Norman Waitt
Jr., started Waitt Media and Gold
Circle Films.
Cindy Waitt is the director of
the Siouxland Chapter of the
Waitt Family Foundation and
Marcia Waitt, a sociology and
psychology teacher at West

High School, also owns Uncle
John Records.
Waitt grew up in Sioux City
and started working in the stockyards as a teenager in 1947,
hauling hay and cleaning pens.
In 1949, he started selling a few
cattle on his own.
Following service during the
Korean War, he returned to work
for Waitt Cattle Co., in 1953 after
his grandfather, commission
man Holman Waitt, was injured.
It was a job he would do for 40
more years, following in the
footsteps of his grandfather, his
father, Theodore Waitt, and his
great-grandfather,
George
Waitt, a founder in 1888 of the

Sioux City Livestock Exchange
and its president.
By the mid 1960s, Waitt said,
he was dissatisfied with the way
the Stock Yards Company treated brokers and started his own
yard nearby. He closed it a
decade later, moving his cattle to
property east of Sioux City.
Waitt kept his office in a
small house on the property. It
was on the second floor of the
house that Ted Waitt and Mike
Hammond started rebuilding
computers for sale, the beginning of Gateway 2000.
Waitt turned his efforts to
philanthropy and golf after
retiring in 1994.

British soldier killed, one injured
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Gunmen opened fire with small
arms
and
rocket-propelled
grenades on a British convoy
trapped between two angry
crowds in southern Iraq, killing
one soldier and wounding another,
the British military said Thursday.
The soldiers were returning
from a raid when about 30 people
blocked their route in the town of
Ali as-Sharqi on Wednesday night,
British Lt. Cmdr. Richard Walters
said.
The soldiers moved around that
crowd, only to be stopped by a second group of people blocking the
road near Fort Jennings, he said.
The soldiers got down from
their vehicles and fired two warning shots to disperse the crowds
when the Iraqis attacked, killing
one soldier and wounding the second in the hand, he said.
The British arrested 10 people
and withdrew to their base at alAmarah, 75 miles north of Basra

with protection from helicopters
and additional rapid reaction
troops called to the scene, he said.
The latest death brings the
British toll in the war to 49, with 11
of them killed since May 1 when
President Bush declared an end to
major fighting. Since that date, 143
U.S. soldiers have died — five
more than during the fighting.
Two
U.S.
soldiers
died
Wednesday in separate attacks in
Baghdad and Fallujah, 30 miles to
the west, the U.S. military said. A
third soldier reportedly died separately of a non-hostile gunshot
wound.
The deaths brought to 281 the
total number of American soldiers
killed since the war began on
March 20.
U.S.
lawmakers
visiting
Baghdad on Wednesday called for
more Iraqi forces to be trained to
relieve American troops and for an
increase in intelligence gathering
to stem guerrilla attacks on coali-

tion forces.
Rep. Tom Davis, R-Va., who led
the 11-member House delegation
on a five-day visit, said “extremists from other countries coming
across the border,” also pose a
threat to coalition forces.
He said while the majority of
Iraqi people “are happy that we
are here ... there are some elements of the old regime that have
gone underground, that are taking
potshots here and there and still
putting our soldiers in harm’s
way.”
The violence in Iraq has
prompted a number of international organizations to reassess security, with many pulling out expatriate staff or considering such a
move.
The relief agency Oxfam was
the fourth major international
organization known to have pulled
some or all of its foreign staff out
of Iraq because of the increasing
danger.

Friday $3.50 Baltimore Zoo’s
DJ Spider 9-Cl

Saturday

Welcome Back Kotter Feast
Beer Garden
Giant Twister
DJ all Day
T-Shirt Canon
Preparty the Game

(Roped Off Beer Garden in Front of Stix)
00

$2 20OZ Drafts
1pm-9pm
Join Us All Day
OGS
HOT D
25¢

NACHOS
25¢

Bungi Run
Sumo Wrestling
Giant Jenga
Karaoke
Beer Truck
Foam Pit

FAIRVIEW DRIVE IN
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY

1st Feature: SEABISCUIT PG-13
2nd Feature: S.W.A.T. PG-13
Start 8:00pm
Adults $4 Children $2

Celebrating our 50th Year
Cash drawing held every Saturday night thru
September 27th, $600 if present $500 if not present.
Register to win each visit. Restrictions apply.

www.neweratheater.com

Business
Heading
Busi
a Bit South?

Advertise in the DEN 581-2816

LOCATION:
3 MILES EAST OF
RT 130
ON RT 33
DRIVE IN PHONE:
618-455-3100
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HELP

WANTED

Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
____________________8/29-10/23
Babysitter wanted: M-W-F 8am 5:30pm 235-9561
________________________8/29
Part time nights: bartenders, waitresses, carders. Trotter’s Friendly
Inn, Ashmore. 8 miles East of
Charleston on Hwy 16. Brick building. Apply in person 349-8215
________________________8/29
PHOTOGRAPHERS
WANTED
EFFINGHAM PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER SEEKS PHOTOGRAPHERS TO COLLABORATE WITH OUTDOOR, FINE ART
MODEL PHOTO SHOOTS. CONTACT GREG AFTER 4pm CELL:
217-690-0002, WWW.PHOTOGRAPHY.THEARTZONE.NET
________________________8/29
Driver needed days only 11-3 and
a waitress needed for nights to
apply come into China 88
________________________8/29
Babysitter needed MWF 9:3011:30am. 8month and 2 year old.
Call 348-5113.
________________________8/29
Experienced gymnastics coach needed. Mattoon Academy of Gymnastics
and Dance. Call 235-1080.
__________________________9/4
Farm help needed, experience
preferred. Call any time of day,
best if after 4pm 348-8906 or
276-8906
__________________________9/5
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for painting/drawing class for Fall 2003 semester.
To apply, come to the Art office,
300 Lawson hall.
__________________________9/5
Movie extras/models needed. No
experience required. Earn up to
$500/$1000 per day. 1-888-820-0167
________________________10/3
Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service / inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional
atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 3451303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
__________________________00

HELP

WANTED

CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303
__________________________00

FOR

RENT

Extra Large, furnished, 4 bedroom apartment W/D, parking,
private backyard. Rent negotiable. this one has room to entertain. Call 345-8648
________________________8/29
1 bedroom apt. on square. Extra
nice, available immediately.
$300/month. Water and trash
included. Call 345-4010.
__________________________9/2
3 bedroom, 2 bathroom, furnished,
AC DW, 905 Division, 235-4685 or
cell: 520-990-7723. No pets.
__________________________9/3
5 bedroom, 2 blocks from campus. 2 baths, CA and W/D.
Furnished. Phone 345-7244
__________________________9/8
2 bedrooms close to campus,
$400 month. 630-886-5451
________________________9/11
1 bedroom house, $300 month.
630-886-5451
________________________9/11
Huge 1 br apt. off Charleston
square. $525/month INCLUDES
HEAT, WATER, TRASH PICKUP,
APPLIANCES. No pets. 345-2617
________________________9/30
Large apartment. Charleston square.
$300 includes gas, water and trash.
Dave 345-2171 9am-11am
__________________________00
Efficiency apartment close to
campus with A/C. Males only, no
smoking. $340/month. All utilities
included. 345-3232 days.
__________________________00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS 1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN, 1-2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT AVAILABLE 20032004 SCHOOL YEAR. 9 MONTH
INDIVIDUAL LEASE. COMPLETELY FURNISHED PLUS HEAT AND
GARBAGE FURNISHED CALL
345-7136.
__________________________00

FOR

RENT

BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
__________________________00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
__________________________00
Now renting for Fall 2003: Very
close to campus. Several 1,2&3
BR apts. 3 BR. houses available.
Sorry No Pets! 348.0006
___________________________ 00
4 or 5 BR house, 2 baths, A/C &
W/D, 1020 1st st. Dan 345.3273
__________________________00
2 nice houses, all appliances,
W/D. Available Spring & Fall 2003.
Excellent locations. 345-7530
__________________________00
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 3455048
__________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring and Fall
2003 semesters. Call 346-3583
__________________________00
REFRIDGERATOR RENTAL: 3
SIZES AVAILABLE CALL 3487746
__________________________00
Bedroom to rent 3 blocks from
campus. 128 Polk. $300/month.
Includes all utilities. 1-630-707-4470
__________________________00

FOR

SALE

DORM SIZE REFRIDGERATOR
RENT. 3 SIZES, CALL 348-7746
__________________________00
2 Bedroom still available as low
as $230/month each/2 people.
Call 348-7746
__________________________00
House for rent. $1000 per month.
200 monroe. 6 bedrooms, washes, dryers, dishwasher. Call 217821-4399 or 847-951-0068.
________________________9/12
One roommate needed. Brand

ROOMMATES
new house and appliances. Four
blocks from EIU $258 per month,
water included, W/D, dishwasher,
air conditioning, off street parking. Call 417-5893 or 260-5601
________________________8/29

Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: ______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No

Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ______ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______

Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

ACROSS
11993 De Niro
title role
7Hedger’s
answer to
“Have you
done your
homework?”
15Site of
Syria’s Great
Mosque
16Flag-waver’s
event?
17Suez Canal
nationalizer
18Space program
19Enfant terrible
20Dance in the
streets
22Old lady,
backwoodsstyle
23Patch target
25Goose

ROOMMATES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Roommates
wanted,
$295/month.
Call
Lindsey
348.1479
__________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
__________________________00

67% of EIU students have not
used tobacco during the last
month (n=471 representative EIU
students)
________________________8/29
70% of EIU students drink one
day per week or less, or not at all
(n=471 representative EIU
students)
________________________8/29
Neat Mark. Avon’s new beauty
products. Call DeeMarie at 217581-5784
________________________8/29
In search of health information?
Stop by the Health Education
Resource Center on the 3rd floor
of the Student ServicesBuilding
to see our brochures, flyers,
books, and videos. Open 8am4pm M-F.
________________________8/29
Can your alcohol usage ruin your
figure? Is your alcohol usage
making you go broke? Log on to
www.eiu.edu/~herc/ and check
out the online E-Chug! Tells you
what percentage of your income
you spend on alcohol and how
many cheeseburgers worth of
alcohol you drink per month.
________________________8/29
PARTY STUFF! leis, Grass Skirts,
Wigs, Mardi Gras Beads,
Bachelorette Gags and Games
now at GRAND BALL COSTUMES.
609
SIXTH
ST
CHARLESTON. Open Tuesday Saturday. call 345-2617 for hours.
__________________________9/5
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group
discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
________________________9/22
Oakley’s Bike Shop. Bikes,
kayaks and more! Repairs /
accessories and more. Tues thru
Saturday. Mattoon 234-7637
________________________9/30
Spring
Break
‘04
with
StudentCity.com and Maxim
Magazine! Get hooked up with

Free Trips, Cash, and VIP Status
as a Campus Rep! Choose from
15 of the hottest destinations.
Book early for FREE MEALS,
FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery,
visit www.studentcity.com or Call
1-888-SPRINGBREAK!
________________________10/13
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK.
SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON SALE
NOW! www.sunchase.com OR
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!
________________________12/15
LOG HOUSE CONSIGNMENT/
RESALE SHOP: $1 SALE 9-5.
348-8001.
GO
TO
FAIRGROUNDS, FOLLOW THE SIGN.
__________________________00

SUBLESSORS
Subleaser for a brand new apartment for 2003-2004 schoolyear. 4
bedroom, one bedroom available
for a female. Located on Edgar
avenue. Call Ashley at 254-7849.
__________________________9/8
Subleaser at 315 Polk for 20032004 school year. Have own bedroom, share utilities with three
other guys. $285 a month Call
345-3148
__________________________9/8
5 bedroom house on 1st street,
campus side. needs 1 female.
$295/month. split utilities. 847894-8863, 217-348-7064
________________________9/12

PERSONALS
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published. Call 581-2812 for
more information.
__________________________00

ANNOUNCEMENTS
People saying that you drink too
much? Visit MyStudentBody.com
to find out how you rate. Type in
eiu as your school code.
________________________8/27
JUST SPENCE’S HAS MOVED TO
722 JACKSON. WE ARE NOW
SPENCE’S ON JACKSON. SAME
GREAT STUFF PLUS NEW ROOM
OF SHABBY CHIC, PRIMITIVE
FURNITURE. OPEN TUESDAY
THRU SATURDAY 10:30 A.M. TO
5:00 P.M. CALL 345-1469
__________________________8/29
The majority of EIU students drink
0,1,2,3 or 4 drinks per week
(n=471 representative EIU students)
________________________8/29

26Dreamcast
maker
27Ignominy
29“Scram!”
30Sound system control
31Place to get
a buzz?
34Where Ashur
was the
supreme
deity
35Ties together
39Wind down
41Title role for
Daly
44Unsubstantial
stuff
45For this reason
46Nebraska
county
whose seat
is Nebraska
City
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30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
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Crossword

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
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We’ve got the
prescription for a
successful
business...
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CAMPUS

CLIPS

ATTN SACIS VOLUNTEERS: Our first meeting of the year will be on
9/8/03 at 6pm at the Campus Pond Pavilion. We will provide dinner!
Please contact us with your current address — 348-5033 or
sacisch@consolidated.net

No. 0718

Edited by Will Shortz

47Jerusalem
artichoke,
e.g.
49Those, to
Muñoz
50Originally
51Divided differently, in a
way
53Ending with
form
54Member of
the legume
family
56C.P.A.’s concern
58Arugula alternative
59“Swan Lake”
heroine
60Intensified
61Broke down
in school
DOWN
1Churchill is in
it
2Shady
strolling
spots
3Is ready to
give up the
ship
4They result in
two outs:
Abbr.
5Abbr. on
some dials
6Bridge
maven
7Kind of temple
8For all to see

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

15

16

17

18
20

19
23

24

27

10

11

21

37

38

33
35

39

36

40

43

44
47

46

45
48

51

50

14

30

32

42

13

26
29

28

12

22

34

54

9

25

31

41

8

49
52

55

56

58

59

60

61

53
57

Puzzle by Sherry O. Blackard

9Soul singer
Lattisaw
10Sped
11Food scraping
12Cultivated
13Part of the
Quaternary
Period
14William
Shatner
novel
21Fitting activity?
24“A Raisin in
the Sun”
actress

26Pillsbury
competitor
28Like the
month of
May?
30Take the
wrong way?
32Narrow inlet
33Suffix for a
bibliophile
36Refers to
37Intensify
38Wasn’t
steady
40Put out of
bounds, so to
speak
41Ached

42Not taut
43Drive
47Part of a
dovetail
48Put a new
surface on
51Unusually
excellent
52Man Ray’s
movement
55Like some
churches:
Abbr.
57Generation
___
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Cross country runners hope to ‘run
Panthers kicking
Rams at Holiday Inn as a pack’ at Hawkeye Invitational
◆

Panthers picked dead last in preseason poll

By Dallas McKenzie

“The team should be
pumped this week-

S TA F F W R I T E R

Eastern’s men’s soccer team will
kick off this weekend taking on the
end.”
Rams from Rhode Island Friday
night, and follow up with a match—Adam Howart, head coach
up against Oral Roberts University
on Saturday in the Holiday Inn City
Center Classic.
Eastern is right back where they
started last year at this time. The
“We have made sure that everycoaches preseason poll once again
predicted Eastern to finish last, one knows their role, and our set
despite the seventh place finish pieces run smoothly,” Howarth
said.
last season.
Eastern will also be matching up
Head coach Adam Howarth
turns to a youthful team to pick up against Oral Roberts University
where they left off last season. on Saturday. The Golden Eagles
Sophomore
Jimmy
Klatter hail from the Mid-Continent
received Honorable Mention on Conference, but are no pushovers.
the 2002 all-MVC team last season With All-American Trey Vaut leadas a freshman and was second in ing the way, Oral Roberts could be
a competitor in
scoring last seathe classic this
son, finishing
weekend.
with 20 points
Who to watch for...
Vaut is a two
for the season.
◆ Jimmy Klatter, sophomore
time
AllThis weekmidfielder/forward: Preseason
American perend will be a
All-MVC honorable mention
former who put
great test for
pick netted seven goals last
up eight goals
the team as the
season
and six assists
travel to a tour◆ Kurt Krupa, junior, midfielder:
last season as
nament full of
Started all 20 games last year
he led the team
top
competifor the Panthers.
from the midtion. The tourfield position.
nament will put
on display some great coaches and Vaut ranks third in career goals at
Oral Roberts, and fourth in career
some nationally ranked teams.
“We want to display a good points.
Vaut is backed up by secondshowing of of ourselves, something we can work from,” team All-Americans Noah Braun
and Dave Leung. Braun and
Howarth said.
Coach Ed Bradley is in his 15th Leung led the Golden Eagles to a
year of coaching at Rhode Island Mid-Con leading five shutouts last
and is looking to strike this week- year.
This weekend will play an
end in the tournament. His Rams
were ranked in the top 20 last year important role in Eastern’s season,
and finished 11-6 overall. Coach it is key for the team to get the seaBradley and the Rams have estab- son off on the right foot.
“We have some new players, and
lished themselves as a powerhouse
in the Atlantic 10 Conference and it is the first game of the year,”
will be one of the teams to beat in Howarth said. “The team should
be pumped for this weekend.”
the classic.

By Julie Bourque and Nicole Vanderheyden
S TA F F W R I T E R S

The men’s and women’s cross
country teams will both be heading
to the University of Iowa Friday
for the Hawkeye Invitational. Both
squads are anticipating tough competition and a good turn out.
Head cross country coach, John
McInerney said, “Both teams
should expect really good competition, but our main focus is packing
it up and working together as a
team.”
This meet brings new competition for the women’s side, including the University of Iowa and
Cornell College.
Veteran runner, Stephanie Bone
said, “I don’t really know much
about Iowa and Cornell, but our
girls have a lot of depth and are
ready to compete.”
Bone also said the women are all
going in with positive attitudes and

Meinheit:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

offense to defense.
The defensive crew has been
overshadowed by the offense’s
accomplishments, but now senior
linebacker Nick Ricks and the rest
of his defensive teammates have an
opportunity to prove what they can
do.
The state of Eastern’s offense is
not as bad as I had initially thought
at the end of last year.
Eastern lost Romo, Taylor and
Bumphus, but the biggest hit might
have been the four departed offensive linemen.
Romo was great, but he also had a
great supporting class. I’m confident Raymond can pick up most of
the slack left by Taylor, and
Bumphus wasn’t an every down
receiver. His job was to run to the
end zone whenever he was on the
field.
I know Raymond has the talent to
carry most of the offensive load,

are anxious to race.
Angie Simone, another veteran
to the Panthers, said she was hoping for some good competition and
is excited to see what the freshman
will do, as well as some of the other
really fit runners.
This year’s team is mainly
focused on running together and
forming a family-like atmosphere.
“We’ve been talking a lot about
running as a pack and encouraging
each other during races,” Nicole
Milici said. “The feeling of togetherness is definitely there, and if
all goes well, I don’t see why we
shouldn’t stay tight throughout
the race.”
In the men’s corner, the competition is a little more familiar.
Teams from the University of
Iowa, Cornell College, North
Central College, Wisconsin, and
Eastern will meet at the line to
battle their first encounter of the
season.
but I worry about his health. He is
an extremely important offensive
weapon averaging nearly 200 allpurpose yards a game a year ago,
but he touches the ball a lot. More
touches equals more hits, and more
hits equals Raymond will get
banged up.
Andy Vincent is the heir apparent
to Romo and he has inherited some
good targets to throw at. Senior
wide outs Dawanzelle Hopson and
Devon O’Neal along with junior
Alfred Osborne will provide plenty
of options on the outside for Vincent
(62 receptions and four touchdowns
between the three).
Apparently Panther head coach
Bob Spoo plans on using the height
of 6 foot 5 inch freshman Ryan Voss
and the speed of red-shirt freshman Jermaine Mobley fairly regularly.
Vincent’s best receiving options
should be senior tight end Nick
Eller (57 receptions) and Raymond
(70 receptions).
The offense is clearly not as

Coach McInerney said, “On the
men’s side, the competition looks
a little nastier. The men should
see some really good competition.”
“In this meet, we will see who
are competitors are,” he added.
“We must form a trust between
one another, start taking care of
each other and packing it up.”
Senior runner, Jackson Johnson
said, “We have a good team this
year. All we have to do is work
together.”
Fifth year senior, Jeff Jonaitis
said, “I think we will do well as a
team. It’s an early season meet,
but we would like to do well. The
plan is to pack it up and slowly
roll some people down.”
Both teams are going into the
meet with positive outlooks and
eager legs. The women will begin
their 3,000-meter race at 5 p.m. ,
and the men will follow with a 6K
race at 5:45.

Soccer:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

team that I put out on the field,
“No one person will cripple this
team.”
Western Illinois will be
Eastern’s first test, but Ballard
said the true test comes Monday
when they play Missouri Valley
Conference contender Illinois
State who beat the Panthers last
season 2-1 .
“Monday is a statement game,”
Ballard said. “They are a quality
program that we have not beaten
in a few years.”
loaded as last year’s team, but if
they minimize mistakes and stay
healthy the Panthers should put
some good numbers on the board.
Change is not always a bad
thing. Sure expecting to win the
OVC title every year is fun, but
when winning is so much sweeter
when its not fully expected.

Cross County Mall

WELCOME EIU STUDENTS

2109 N. Prospect Ave., Champaign, IL 61822
(217) 378-8716

This Weekend @
Italian Beef with Fries

EIU’s 4 o’clock club

Open
11 am

$5 Pitchers of Leinenkugel Craft

and Miller Lite
-Football SaturdayGo Panthers Beat Cal!
Gametime at 6pm
Pregame Warm-ups 11 am
Catch the Game on our New
Big Screen
GO PANTHERS!

get lucky in business
advertise 581-2816
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Top 10 signs that she’s a keeper
by Jonathan Carlson, for AskMen.com
I must admit that playing the field is a
whole lot of fun, but so is being in a serious
relationship -- provided that it's with te right
woman. But how do you know if she really is
the right woman for you?
If she possesses the following 10 traits, my
advice is that you hold on to her for dear life.
You don’t want to run the risk of having some
other guy swoop down and steal her away
from you.
10. She's independent
No one wants a girlfriend they have to
baby-sit. Once in a while -- like if she's had a
rough day at work -- it's great to be her shoulder to cry on. But if she can't seem to function without you and is constantly after you,
she will eventually make you feel like you're
suffocating, which is a surefire way to get
you running for the nearest exit. On the
other hand, if she has her very own personality and opinions; can stand on her own two
feet, both financially and emotionally; and is
able to enjoy time away from you (while still
missing you, of course) then shemust be a
great girlfriend.
9. She's intelligent
I hate to be the one to tell you this, but the
bimbo routine gets real old, real fast. A
woman who can meet you at an intellectual
level is a total turn-on. Instead of being the
one in total control, you'll find yourself trying to figure out what’s really going on in
that brain of hers.
An intelligent woman will constantly surprise you and keep you on your toes -- she

won't let you get bored of her. Besides, it's
nice to have something to talk about when
you’re not, er, otherwise occupied.
8. She's sexual
A great girlfriend has to be sexually compatible with you. For instance, if you're the
hardcore leather type and she's the dainty
lingerie type, well, that could be a problem.
The two of you have to be on the same page
-- or she at least has to be willing to expand
her sexual horizons from time to time.
7. She's beautiful
I know, this one is kind of obvious, but
important nonetheless. A great girlfriend
will not only want to look good for you, but
also for herself. She should always look her
best and be well put together.
6. She respects you
This is a biggie. Your woman must respect
you. This means that she listens to you, even
if she doesn't necessarily agree with what
you're saying. And, of course, she never tries
to demean or belittle you in any way, shape,
or form.
5. She lets you be a man
Do not -- I repeat -- do not get involved
with a woman who tries to get you to eat cottage cheese and fruit for breakfast and
insists that you give up poker night with the
guys. You will end up resenting her more
than you can imagine. A good girlfriend lets
you be a guy in all your glory, poker night
and all. If she's a great girlfriend, she'll even
bring you and your buddies a couple of beers
and make you some of her famous sandwiches.
She has to understand that men and

women are different and should allow you to
be yourself. Just like you wouldn't deprive
her of going shopping with her best girlfriend, she shouldn't expect you to give up
the guys for her.
4. She's nagless
There is nothing worse than a nag! A great
girlfriend knows this and chooses her battles
wisely. She knows when to speak-up and
when to let it slide. You don't want a girlfriend who will give you the heights of hell
for leaving a couple of dishes in the sink
occasionally.
However, if you live together and you stay
out all night without calling her, and she lets
you have it, then you're setting yourself up
for disaster. This is a situation that nobody
would let slide -- not even a great girlfriend.
3. She gets along with friends & family
A great girlfriend will not only help your
mom in the kitchen, listen to your dad's stories, and hang out with your friends, she will
enjoy it. She'll make a real effort to get to
know and love the most important people in
your life. And she won't try to get you to
ditch your best buds.
She'll actually empathize with your brother's getting dumped and suggest that you
guys take him out to cheer him up. Not only
that, but your friends won't roll their eyes
and moan when you mention that she'll be
joining you guys when she gets off work
(yes, women like this do exist).
2. She loves you
If you have found a woman who loves you
for who you really are and not who you pretend or try to be sometimes, you should def-

initely hang on to her. A woman who doesn't
try to change you is hard to find. Of course,
everyone has their slightly annoying habits
that their mate has to contend with, but if she
really loves you, she will be able to cope with
these.
Another way to know if she really loves
you is by observing the way she looks at you
and treats you on an everyday basis. If the
sight of you doesn't seem to faze her either
way, and she doesn't really seem to care
about what you have to say, she's either playing very hard to get, or sees you as just some
guy. But if a surprise visit or phone call from
you makes her light up, there's no denying
that she loves you.
1. She makes you want to be a better man
Stop making that face... Any man who has
a great girlfriend or wife will tell you that
she makes him want to be a better man. She
doesn't have to say or do anything; it just is
that way. If you suddenly feel bad about how
you treated your sister or find yourself trying to get your finances in order, you might
want to think about your motivation for
doing so. It could be love.
Do you already have her?
So, if this list seems to describe your current flame, you, my friend, are styling. In
fact, you are probably the envy of all of your
friends, even if they tease you for losing
your status as "king player."
However, if the woman you are dating is
more like the polar opposite, then I don't
think that getting serious with her would be
in your best interest -- but you knew that
already, didn't you?

Martyr to a few, murderer to others, Paul Hill faces execution for abortion-clinic killings
By DAVID CRARY
AP National Writer
Barring the unlikely possibility of a stay, a
Presbyterian minister who gunned down
an abortion doctor will next week become
the first American executed for anti-abortion violence.
To a loyal core of admirers, Paul Hill is a
martyr-to-be whose actions were justified
by the Bible. To others, on both sides of the
abortion debate, he is a zealot undeserving
of respect or pity.
“In a very significant way, it’s a sad day,”
said Gloria Feldt, president of the Planned
Parenthood Federation of America. “It’s
sad that people like Paul Hill would murder
in the name of life.”
Hill, a 49-year-old father of three, is
scheduled to be executed by lethal injection Wednesday in Florida for the 1994
shotgun slayings of Dr. John Britton and
his volunteer escort, retired Air Force officer James Barrett, outside the Pensacola,
Fla., clinic where Britton performed abortions. Hill wants to die and is not pursuing
an appeal.
Abortion-rights groups worry that Hill’s
execution will trigger a backlash by those

who share his steadfast belief that violence
in defense of unborn children is justified.
Several Florida officials connected to the
case received threatening letters last
week, accompanied by rifle bullets.
“We need to take these threats seriously,” said Vicki Saporta, president of the
National Abortion Federation.
Though Hill still has supporters — they
have maintained a Web site in his honor,
with snapshots and ballads — most major
anti-abortion groups have repudiated him.
“We and other pro-life organizations are
against violence, period,” said Erik
Whittington of the American Life League.
“What he did is definitely not anything that
anyone I know of supports.”
Tom Glessner, director of the National
Institute of Family and Life Advocates,
said Hill deserves the death penalty.
“He’s not a pro-lifer, as far as I’m concerned,” Glessner said. “Osama bin Laden
acted out of conviction, too.”
However, the Rev. Michael Bray of
Bowie, Md., the author of a book that justifies the killing of abortion doctors, said
Hill “will be recognized after the fact as
the honorable man that he is.”

Chronic cokehead
busted again
by K9 cops
LONGVIEW, Wash. (AP) — Don’t try telling William
Allan Repp Jr. that a dog is man’s best friend. He’s been
sniffed out four times by the same cop canine.
In the latest incident, Repp was arrested Tuesday,
accused of leading police on a high-speed chase in a 1980
Corvette, crashing into a tree and fleeing on foot until he
was stopped by Reno, a Longview police dog.
The chase started when Officer Jason Ferriss spotted
the car on Pacific Way traveling at 78 mph, according to
his radar gun. The posted speed limit is 35 mph.
In his report, Ferriss said he turned on his lights, saw
the car speed up, then turned on his siren and began pursuit. He said his speedometer reached 120 mph but the
Corvette was pulling away at an estimated 140 mph
when it missed a corner, slammed into a tree branch and
ripped out some shrubbery before coming to rest.
The driver fled on foot as Officer Steve Dennis and
Reno responded to assist. Reno tracked Repp approximately 40 yards to a slough and found him hiding under
some bushes, police said.
Repp was taken to St. John Medical Center for treatment of dog bite wounds and injuries sustained in the
accident. Officers then took him to the Cowlitz County
Jail, where he was booked for investigation of felony
eluding, taking a motor vehicle without permission,
reckless driving, obstructing an officer, resisting arrest
and third-degree driving with a suspended license. Bail
was set at $35,000.
Dennis said this is the fourth time Reno has captured
Repp after he ran from police. After the last incident, in
October 2001, Repp received a five-day jail sentence and
a $400 fine for reckless driving and resisting arrest.

NON

SEQUITUR

BOONDOCKS

Organizations opposed to capital punishment have urged Gov. Jeb Bush to spare
Hill.
“The death penalty gives this individual
the opportunity for martyrdom,” said
Diana Rust-Tierney, director of the
American Civil Liberties Union’s Capital
Punishment Project. “Far from deterring
the kind of violence we deplore, it may be
an encouragement.”
The governor is unswayed: “No threats,
no free advice from others will be change
my obligation to do what I think is right.”
The murders of Britton and Barrett
came during a bloody surge of anti-abortion violence a decade ago.
David Gunn, an abortion doctor, was
killed in Pensacola in 1993 by Michael
Griffin, who is serving a life sentence, and
two receptionists were killed at Bostonarea abortion clinics in 1994 by John Salvi,
who committed suicide in prison two years
later.
Earlier this year, James Kopp was convicted of killing an Buffalo, N.Y., abortion
doctor in 1998, while fugitive Eric Rudolph
was captured and charged with a 1998
bombing that killed an off-duty police offi-

cer at an Alabama abortion clinic.
As arson, bombings and vandalism at
abortion clinics spread during the 1980s
and early ’90s, abortion-rights groups
complained that law enforcement agencies did not always take such incidents
seriously.
“There really has been a change in their
attitude,” Saporta said. “The law enforcement response has been critical to the deescalation of violence against abortion
providers.”
However, Feldt said most abortion clinics report continuing harassment and
intimidation.
Some of Hill’s backers liken him to John
Brown, the abolitionist hanged for his
crimes. One militant anti-abortion group,
Missionaries to the Unborn, likens Hill to
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the Lutheran pastor
from Germany who was executed after
joining the plot to assassinate Hitler.
“The Nazi Holocaust and the American
murder of 45 million unborn children did
not conquer the spirit of these men,” wrote
Joe Pavone. “Bonhoeffer and Hill laid
down their lives gladly for what they
believed.”

BY WILEY MILLER

BY AARON MCGRUDER

Business
Heading
Busi
a Bit South?
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M Soccer at Holiday Inn/Ciry Center Classic
M/W Cross Country at. Northern Illinois
W Soccer vs. Western illinois
4 p.m. Lakeside Field
Volleyball vs. Western Illinois
7 p.m. Lantz Arena
Football vs. California (Pa)
6 p.m. O’Brien Stadium
Volleyball vs. Evansville
1 p.m. Lantz Arena
Volleyball vs. Drake
7 p.m. Lantz Arena

FOOTBALL

Eastern, Raymond should run away from Vulcans
Game versus California
(Pa.) to debut Panthers,
new ProGrass turf

◆

The wide receiver positions on
paper may lack experience but
seniors Dawanzelle Hopson, Devon
O’Neal and junior Alfred Osborne
received significant playing time
last season. If the Panthers go to a
four-wide set, freshman Ryan Voss
from Punta Gorda, Fla., will see action
in his first career collegiate game.
“(Voss) of all the freshman has
the best chance for significant
playing time,” Spoo said.
The biggest obstacle for the
Vulcans may have occurred when its
best receiver Garvin Graves apparently left school for an undisclosed
reason. Graves would’ve provided
Eastern’s smaller defensive backs
an early season challenge.
Advantage: Eastern

By Matthew Stevens
A S S O C I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

Believe it or not, before last season’s forgettable start, Eastern had
won its last two season openers by
an average of 24 points.
It’s amazing what being
outscored 124-49 in two losses — to
Division I-A Hawaii and Kansas
State — can do to a memory.
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo
and company intend to relive the
good times as the 2003 Panthers
open the season against Division II
California
University
of
Pennsylvania.
With the graduation of 2002
Walter Payton Award winner Tony
Romo, J.R. Taylor and nearly all
the starting offensive line, the
Panthers could use this glorified
scrimmage before the Sept. 13
game at nationally ranked I-A
Missouri.
“We needed a game because I
was concerned playing our first
game against a Missouri team that
had played two,” Spoo said.

Defense

Offense
The symbol for the 2003 Eastern
offense could be best drawn as a
question mark because for the first
time in three years, nobody knows
how offensive coordinator John
Carr plans on scoring points. Senior
running back and Walter Payton
candidate Andre Raymond will be
the guy with the bulls-eye on his
back, as he immediately becomes
the Panthers’ most consistent threat
out of the backfield.
The player handing Raymond the
ball is still in doubt, but Spoo has
said sophomore Andy Vincent will
start the game Saturday night.
However, Spoo said athletic sophomore Andrew Harris will receive
playing time and could win the job
by the start of Ohio Valley
Conference play, Oct. 4 at
Southeast Missouri.
“I think we’ll go like the pros
and have each play in both halves”
Spoo said.
The Vulcans have a quarterback
controversy of their own to deal
with. Head coach John Luckhardt
must decide to start either junior
Dustin Strayer or red-shirt freshman Greg Dapper.
The Vulcans will rely on firstteam all-conference POSITION
Wes Clemons to control the clock

WOMEN’S

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Andre Raymond, a senior running back, breaks away from a pack of defenders last week in practice. Raymond
accounted for 10 touchdowns last year and is a pre-season candidate for the Walter Payton Award.

Top statistical returnees
◆ Passing: Andy Vincent, 0 completions, 1 attempt
◆ Rushing: Andre Raymond, 123 attempts, 612
yards, 4 touchdowns

◆ Receiving: Raymond, 70 receptions, 672 yards,
5 touchdowns

◆ Tackles: Nick Ricks, 149 tackles, 98 solo, 51 assisted
◆ Sacks: Kory Lothe, 5 sacks

and to keep the score as close as
possible.
The biggest problem facing the
Panthers is keeping Vincent or
Harris upright. The offensive line
has a hole right up the middle. The
two starting tackles return on both
sides (junior left tackle Mike
Bujnak and senior right tackle
Frank Castagnoli), but sophomores
and redshirt freshmen occupy the
guards and center positions.
California (Pa) is the complete
opposite on the line with four of
five starters back that Spoo

SOCCER

‘This is a statement game’
◆

Match-up with Western over weekend, ISU next

By Matt Williams
SPORTS EDITOR

The women’s soccer team
wants to start things a little differently this year. After having high
expectations last season, the
Panthers lost three of their first
five games, leaving many questions to be answered.
Head coach Steve Ballard was
able to put the start behind him as
his team made a second straight
trip to the NCAA tournament.
This time Ballard hopes to see
success come earlier when
Eastern makes its first appearance at 4 p.m. Friday at Lakeside
Field against Western Illinois.
“(Last year) there were games
we should have won and ended up
dominating and then lost,” Ballard
said. “We just want to play at a
level that I know we are capable
of playing at.”

Not only will it be the team’s
first appearance of the season, the
teams will get their first tastes of
a new NCAA soccer rule.
In previous years, players could
re-enter the game after being substituted for, but the NCAA wanted
to be more in line with international rules. So, once a player
leaves the field they are done for
the game.
Ballard said he isn’t in complete
favor of the rule change.
“It’s equal for every team,”
Ballard said. “Having good depth
is extremely important, and we’ve
got that.”
Ballard said substituting players is going to be a little easier for
his team because of that depth.
“I feel comfortable with the
team that I put out on the field and
the players on the bench,” Ballard
said.
SEE SOCCER
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believes
may
include as big or
even
bigger
players.
“They’re not
D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S
lacking for size Football coach Bob Spoo listens to Brian O’Neal of
at the O-line, ProGrass during a press conference held on the footthey may be able ball field Thursday afternoon. The new playing surface
to
push
us is complete for Saturday’s football game against
around a bit,” California (Pa.).
Spoo said.
The comfort factor for either a check down option. The senior
player behind center will be the safety valve is Eastern’s leading
idea of having preseason All- receiver in regards to yards and
American tight end Nick Eller as touchdowns.

Defensive coordinator Roc
Bellantoni has five returning
starters including one of the most
dominant defensive players in
Eastern history.
Outside linebacker and 2003 Buck
Buchanan (best defensive player)
candidate Nick Ricks leads a defense
that will look to turn the Panthers
weakest point last year into its most
reliable.
“We’re asking them to get threeand-outs and get a lot of turnovers,”
Spoo said.
The California (Pa.) stiff defense
finds its biggest test of the season this
Saturday. Last year, the Vulcans ranked
top in their conference and 14th nationally in total defense, allowing only 269
yards a game. The defense is led by twotime All-American defensive back Jon
Arnold who intercepted nine passes last
season.
Up front, 2002 Eastern sack leader
Kory Lothe returns on the right side
next to junior defensive tackle
Marcus Lorick. The trio of linebacker’s returns as Eastern’s most
cohesive unit on either side of ball.
Ricks, Jake Mauer and Fred Miller
will be flying around the ball in
Bellantoni’s aggressive risk-reward
system.
The defensive backfield lost three
starters including both starters and
could be exposed to pass happy
teams. Corners Terrance Sanders
and Vince Lewis will start their
first game and both stand five-feetnine, which leaves them vulnerable
to big receivers. The only returning
starter, Chad Cleveland, had two
interceptions in the spring game
and will look to carry that over to
the fall.
Advantage: Eastern

Final Score:
California (Pa) 6

Eastern

45,

Uncertainty creates excitement
for upcoming football season
The face of Eastern athletics has
changed vastly since I arrived in
Charleston two years ago.
The facilities have been changed
rapidly, like the construction of
Coaches’ Stadium, improvements
at the Williams Field and the
Rugby field and the new field turf
at O’Brien Stadium.
The biggest changes, though
have been happening on the field.
Teams and players I could once
rely on for great seasons have
changed and or left.
When I arrived here in the fall of
2001, Eastern’s football team was a
juggernaut. Quarterback Tony
Romo was coming off a great sophomore year. He had a two-headed
monster at tailback with then-junior JR Taylor and sophomore
Andre Raymond to chew up
yardage on the ground. Romo had
then-senior wide out Frank Cutolo

OUT OF
LEFTFIELD
Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I AT E
NEWS EDITOR

and junior Will Bumphus to air the
ball out to. Romo, Taylor,
Raymond, Cutolo and Bumphus
made the Panthers one of the most
potent offenses in division I-AA
football, but only Raymond
remains at Eastern.
The football team is not the only
team dealing with the loss of players.
The men’s soccer team lost one
of the best scorers in Eastern’s history, Jason Thompson. It also lost
starting goalie Ryan Eames.
The volleyball team spent most
of last year reeling from losing six
seniors from a team that went to
the NCAA tournament in 2001.

The women’s soccer team doesn’t have to worry about lost players
this year after winning the last two
Ohio Valley Conference tournaments to earn automatic berths
into the NCAA Tournament.
With most of the teams at
Eastern recovering from losing
players, it gives me a different
feeling when I think about
Eastern’s teams – uncertainty.
The uncertainty of the football
team is the most interesting in my
mind. After dominating the OVC
for the past two years, this year it
was selected to finish third in the
OVC preseason coaches’ poll.
With the loss of Romo, Eastern’s
offensive stronghold in the OVC
will be challenged, most notably by
preseason favorite Southeast
Missouri State, and the key to the
team’s success moves from
SEE MEINHEIT
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Honor System’s latest draws inspiration from emo forefathers
On second full-length, ‘Rise and Run,’ the Chicago-based quartet produces strongest effort to date
Hop You Haven’t Heard,” their demo, gained
popularity in the city and prompted
Northern State to record a studio album.
The trio's debut album, "Dying in Stereo,"
suggests that the girls attended Beastie
Boys' school of hip-hop, from their pop culture references to Hesta Prynn's nasaly
rhymes which are similar to those of Mike
D's.
DJ Sprout, Guinea Love, and Hesta Prynn
rhyme on tracks that are both original and in
your face. The girls make references to
everything from Mohammed Ali ("you can
run fast, but you can't catch me, imma lead
right like Mohammed Ali"), Lycos ("i'm
gonna blow up, I'm like a tickin' time bomb,
and you can't find that on Lycos.com") and
the Plaster Casters ("shout to Cindy of
Plaster Casters,speed up the tempo and I'll
go faster").
Northern State's old school sound and pop
culture energize a bored hip-hop scene and
"Dying in Stereo" is a reflection of how hiphop should sound.

By Ben Turner
S TA F F W R I T E R

Since forming in early 1999 as the new
project of former Broadways Dan Hanaway
and Rob DePaola, The Honor System has
been compared, perhaps unfairly, to a combination of Jawbox and Jawbreaker.
On their third release and second fulllength, the Chicago-based quartet turns a
corner and emerges with a fuller sound that
is without a doubt more akin to Jawbox’s fellow-D.C. post-punk brethren, Fugazi.
Okay, I know what you’re thinking, hundreds of new bands and albums each year
are compared to the band who some believe
hatched the word that has become a musical
slur, emo. But in this case, The Honor
System pulls it off thanks to the double searing guitars of Hanaway and Tyler Wiseman.
Meanwhile, however, The Honor System
manages not to lose their own identity that
they established with their quality debut and
sophomore releases, “Single File” and “100
% Synthetic.” Rob DePaola on drums continues to accentuate the band’s guitar work that
is difficult to describe without using a synonym of consistency. “Rise and Run” is
Hanaway and DePaola’s fifth or sixth
(depending if you count seven inches or not)
release together and are one of the most
underrated tandems in the Chicago music
community. Bassist Chris Carr plays in such
a way that it’s easy not to notice his contributions, but subtract his presence and you’d
have a gaping hole in the rhythm-section
that not just any Chicago musician could fill.
Released on the San Jose-based
Greyflight Records, the band finds itself
back on the coast as far as the label’s home
base is concerned. No stranger to Northern
California after sticking with Asian Man
Records for their release of “Single File,”
(Asian Man was familiar with what
Hanaway and DePaola were capable of having released all The Broadways material),
where The Honor System is in uncharted
territory is in the fact that “Rise and Run” is
Greyflight’s first big release and only fifth
overall.
“Rise and Run” begins with one of the
albums’ strongest tracks in “Moving Day.”
While it was most certainly written about
the unrewarding task of moving, which really hits home in college towns this time of
year, looking deeper into Hanaway’s lyrics
reveals something a little deeper about a
certain monster corporation who dominates
a town like Charleston and uses the slogan
“We sell for less.”
The Fugazi comparisons
shine through clearest on “Cadence!.” While
it’s the swirling guitar riffs that steal the
spotlight, verses like “you want your meal
then you’ll dance for it/to the pounding
drums of politics/die in freedom or dine in
debt/you want your meal then you dance for
it,” cause me to sense a Food Not Bombs
meets forced into blue collar lifestyle underlying tone. Perhaps this Fugazi comparison
goes a little deeper than just those searing
guitars.
“I Want Candy” attacks giving children
drugs for disorders which 20 years ago
would have been solved with more exercise.
Hanaway is at his songwriting pinnacle
when he sings “We’ve got pills/FDA
approved… Diagnosis, all signs pointed to a
new disorder just for you.”
The quality song-writing continues on

“Rise and Run”
The Honor System

“Hz,” in which Hanaway expresses his discontent for Chicago’s radio dial. DePaola
receives more of a starring role on “Hz” but
you can’t help singing along to the mid-way
“it’s an S.O.S.” which is followed shortly by
the poignant “the sound waves have been
equalized/neatly compressed, soothing for
all/counter culture commodified.”
The Honor System played two recordrelease shows in the Chicagoland area this
summer and Hanaway asked that everyone
make sure they were registered to vote and
go out and do so. While musicians speaking
out against voter apathy and slamming our
current commander-in-chief is nothing new,
it was Hanaway’s comment about Bush providing great inspiration to write songs about
that created the most interesting sidebar.
With that in mind “Eyebrow of the Cobra”
revolves around the idea of making more
enemies than friends throughout Europe
and Asia.
When The Honor System played Friends
& Co. last December they played a set of
95% originals that even the college radio
rock DJ who suggested they be brought to
town didn’t even know. After the show
Hanaway said they had been playing the
same type of set regardless of whether the
show was in the Chicagoland area or not. I
got the impression that he liked the new
songs and was excited about them. He had
good reason to be excited too as “Rise and
Run” is without The Honor System’s
strongest release to date.

Northern State injects a dose of
femininity into hip-hop with
‘Dying in Stereo’
Kelly McCabe
A S S O C I AT E V E R G E E D I T O R

The hip-hop world just got exactly what it
needed: a female version of the Beastie
Boys. Northern State, white, college-educated girls hailing from Long Island,
breathe life into hip-hop and rap scenes that
have seen their fair share of repetitiveness
lately.
Northern State got their start doing the
club scene in New York, and they gained
quite a following for their unique sound. The
girls were soon opening up for the likes of
De La Soul, The Donnas and Le Tigre. “Hip

If “Shatterday” and “Opiate Summer”
capitalize on shifting dynamics and artful
contrast, “PS Love the Black” sticks out
grotesquely for the same reason.
While diversity helps individual songs, the
album lacks consistency as a whole. With an
unsteady, see-saw feel, much of “Between
the Never and the Now” is merely mediocre
rock with shining moments of greatness that
may come a few albums down the line.

“Between the Never and the Now”
Vendetta Red
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Kings of Leon prove true southern royalty

Ben Erwin
STAFF WRITER

“Dying in Stereo”
Northern State

Vendetta Red straddles beauty
and mediocrity on ‘Between the
Never and the Now’
Benjamin Erwin
S TA F F W R I T E R

Combining bits of emo tenderness, numetal guitar chug, skate-punk sing alongs
and straight forward rock, Seattle’s
Vendetta Red stand as a mismatched musical mosaic on the uneven “Between the
Never and the Now.”
It becomes hard to define the album as
bits of rock pomposity, grunge gloom and
posh arrangements bump heads with surprising efficiency. Rather than hindering the
group, this divergence in style often adds
texture and tone to lyrically inept and musically bland tunes.
Songs like "Stay Home" and "Lipstick
Tourniquet" seethe with layered guitars and
a touch of grandeur on an album briskly
alternating between raw and rich.
Mining loud/soft dynamics pioneered by
the Pixies, the album’s first single,
“Shatterday” stands as a polished template
for a band obviously in the midst of finding
its voice.

Let’s talk about sex
For the first time ever, The Verge spreads its pages to conduct discussions on relationships

Kings of Leon’s Followill clan sprouted
from a rigid Pentecostal upbringing and
thrived under the true southern Holy Trinity
of God, alcohol and poverty. With “Youth and
Young Manhood,” the familial brood surpasses blithe “Southern Strokes” labels with
some of the best straight forward southern
rock since Credence Clearwater Revival.
Rock critics everywhere are proclaiming
Kings of Leon the latest and greatest in lofi and the hyperbole is simply unwarranted.
While “Youth” stands as a testament to
slinky riffs and Southern bravado, the
group’s mythos has been blown far out of
proportion by overzealous music critics
desperate for music’s next “big thing.”
Rather than the savior of rock, Kings of
Leon craft clever, listenable rock music
which is greatly lacking in today’s musical
climate. Tracks like “Wasted Time” and
“Happy Alone” permeate the heady swagger Kings of Leon has made its own.
There’s nothing ground-breaking or
overtly profound on “Youth and Young
Manhood,” but the band proves a far more
musical Strokes with a Rolling Stonesswagger and a touch of CCR–and that’s a
good thing.
“Youth and Young Manhood” could be the
springboard for KoL if the group isn’t overhyped or ground into pop culture’s consciousness too soon.

CONCERT
Friday

◆ Retta
Let’s talk about sex
By Amber Jenne
Verge Editor

Having Relations
By Amber Jenne
VERGE EDITOR

There’s no way to avoid it. It’s everywhere- on our televisions, in our magazines and on our very own campus.
Let’s face it, sex is part of human
nature and a part of college life.
Shouldn’t students be able to voice
their opinion and ask questions that
might affect them on a daily basis? The
Verge thinks so.
Until now, The Verge has focused
primarily on movie, CD and band
reviews in the surrounding areas.
While we will continue to bring you the
latest news in entertainment, we want
to hear from you, the reader, and how
sex may play a role in your life– defining who you are and what you look for
in a potential relationship.
In past issues of The Verge, the topic
of sex has been suggested, but never
put into action. Questions of risk and

controversy arose quickly, as well as
the idea of what people would think.
This year, we feel it is time you have a
voice and an ability to question your
own thought process by responding to
topics not discussed in the classroom.
We want to inform you and give commentary on questions you may be too
afraid to ask elsewhere. Your question
may give valuable insight into another’s.
Beginning today, The Verge will be
accepting your sex-related questions
via e-mail, with male and female feedback. We will discuss those that affect
your own individual personalities.
Director of Health Services Eric
Davidson will give us a professional

perspective on each subject and what
he deems to be valuable information.
We, at The Verge do not claim to give
the “right” answers, but to offer different viewpoints and perspectives based
on our own experiences in life.
We will not exclude any questions
based on sexual preference, gender or
age. Our purpose is to educate readers
and provide them with an opportunity
to be themselves on a subject that is
often overlooked.
The Verge understands that sex can
be powerful, scary, sad and silly. We
are prepared to address any issue from
health concerns to sexual ettiquette to
product information. Such questions
may make a difference in another’s
behavior, thought process or opinion.
Be open-minded and don’t be afraid to
be heard.
E-mail
your
questions
to
eiuverge@hotmail.com and include
your age and gender; sexual preference and name will be optional.

(comedian)
1:00 a.m.
7th
Street
Underground

“Youth and Young Manhood”
Kings of Leon

CALENDAR
Wednesday

◆ Acoustic Night
9:30 p.m.
Friends & Co.
Next Friday

◆ The Rural
Saturday

◆ Butcher’s Legs
10:00 p.m.
Friends & Co.

Kings
10:00 p.m.
Friends & Co.
Next Saturday
◆ The Riptones
and Jakehead
10:00 p.m.
Friends & Co.

◆ Dropkick
Murphys
Mississippi
Nights
September 16
St. Louis

◆Interpol
Riviera Theater
September 19
Chicago

◆Thursday
House of Blues
September 20
Chicago

